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PARA POLİTİKASI ŞOKLARININ MAKROEKONOMİK DEĞİŞKENLER 

ÜZERİNDEKİ ETKİLERİ: TÜRKİYE EKONOMİSİ ÖRNEĞİ 

ÖZET 

Çalışma, para politikasının ve dışsal şokların, küçük açık bir ekonominin makroekonomik 

değişkenleri üzerindeki etkisini incelemektedir.  Bu şokları Türkiye özelinde 

belirleyebilmek için Yapısal Vektör Otoregresif Regresyon (SVAR) modelini blok 

dışsallık (block exogeneity) yöntemiyle birlikte kullanmaktadır. Halihazırda Vektör 

Otoregresif Regresyon (VAR) yaklaşımını kullanarak para politikası şoklarının küçük 

açık ekonomiler üzerindeki etkilerini inceleyen çalışmalar mevcuttur, fakat bu çalışmalar 

sonuç olarak fiyat ve döviz kuru çıkmazları (puzzle) üretmişlerdir. Literatürden farklı 

olarak, bu çalışmada SVAR yönteminin kullanılması ile   yukarıda bahsedilen çıkmazlar 

ortaya çıkmamıştır. Çalışma böylelikle SVAR yönteminin bu çerçevede önemini ortaya 

koymakla birlikte bu yöntemin, küçük açık ekonomilerdeki parasal değişkenleri 

açıklamada, standart VAR yönteminden daha iyi sonuçlar ürettiği sonucuna ulaşmaktadır. 

Çalışmanın temel sonuçlarından bir tanesi sıkı para politikasına karşı Türkiye'de TL'nin 

değer kazandığı ve fiyatlar düzeyinin düştüğü yönündedir. Bu sonuç literatür ile 

uyumludur. Ayrıca çalışma fiyatların kısa dönemde yapışkan olduğunu ortaya 

koymaktadır. Sıkılaştırıcı para politikası üretimi artırmıştır fakat bu artış ciddi bir düzeyde 

değildir. Belirtilmelidir ki bu artış halihazırdaki teorilerle de uyumlu değildir. Faiz 

oranları beklendiği gibi sıkılaştırıcı para politikasına karşı yükselmiştir fakat bu değişim 

istatistiksel olarak anlamlı değildir. Para stoğunda ise tutarlı bir düşüş gözlenmiştir. 

Sıkılaştırıcı para politikası ihracat ve ithalatın sadece kısa dönem için artmasına sebep 

olmuştur. Analizde ayrıca dış ticaret dengesinin başlangıçta kötüleştiği ardından 

toparlanma yaşadığı gözlenmiştir. Dış ticaret dengesinde ters J-eğrisi trendi 

bulunmaktadır. Kapsanmamış faiz haddinden kısa dönemli bazı sapmalar gözlenmiştir. 

Ayrıca bulgular dışsal üretim şoklarının Türkiye’deki ekonomik dalgalanmalar üzerinde 

önemli ölçüde etkili olmadığını ortaya koymaktadır. Bu araştırma içsel ve dışsal şokların 

Türkiye gibi küçük açık bir ekonominin genel ekonomik durumu üzerinde ne kadar etkili 

olduğunu açıklamaya çalışmaktadır. Çalışma ayrıca aktarım mekanizmasının döviz 

kurları üzerinden daha iyi işlediğini göstermektedir.  

Anahtar Kelimeler: Türkiye ekonomisi, para politikası, açık ekonomi, SVAR, parasal 

aktarım mekanizması, klasik para politikası araçları, klasik olmayan para politikası 

araçları  
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THE EFFECTS OF MONETARY POLICY SHOCKS ON MACROECONOMIC 

VARIABLES: A CASE FOR TURKISH ECONOMY 

 

ABSTRACT 

The study analyzes the response of macroeconomic variables to monetary policy and 

foreign shocks in a small open economy. This study follows Structural Vector 

Autoregressive model (SVAR) with block exogeneity approach to identify these shocks 

in Turkey. Some previous studies followed VAR approach (recursive order) to analyze 

the monetary policy shocks in small open economies but produced price and exchange 

rate puzzles while using SVAR approach this research does not produce such puzzles. The 

study uncovers the significance of SVAR approach and reveals that it is a better approach 

than VAR approach to determine the monetary behaviors in small open economies. This 

dissertation finds that currency appreciates, and prices diminish in response to tight 

monetary policy. All results are in accordance with well-known theories. The study 

discloses that prices are sticky in the short-run. The output increases, but it is not critical. 

It is not in accordance with theoretical expectations. The interest rate rises as expected in 

reaction to monetary shock but not significant. The analysis also shows a consistent 

decrease in the money stock. The contractionary policy helps to increase export and import 

but only for short term. The research also finds that trade balance initially worsens, and 

then improves in response to tight monetary policy shock. There is an Inverse J-curve 

trend in the trade balance. There are some deviations from Uncovered Interest party (UIP) 

but only for short period. Further, the study displays that foreign output shocks are not 

critical for domestic economic fluctuations in Turkey except some fluctuations in prices. 

So, this study tries to find that how much domestic and foreign shocks influence the 

overall economic conditions in the open economy like Turkey. The study reveals that 

transmission mechanism works better through the exchange rate.  

Keywords: Turkish economy, monetary policy, Monetary transmission mechanism, 

conventional monetary policy instruments, non- conventional monetary policy 

instruments, SVAR, open economy.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Last two decades have been very important for emerging economies as these economies 

showed a consistent growth in economic activities. Central banks around the world use 

monetary policy to maintain high economic growth rates and to stabilize inflation rates. 

To identify the reactions of economic activities and prices to monetary policy shocks, one 

needs to estimate these reactions to monetary policy shocks accurately along with policy 

execution timings, especially in emerging economies. Researchers have been trying to 

answer the questions (by using VAR model) about the connection between monetary 

policy and macroeconomic variables but there is no consensus among them about the 

reaction of macroeconomic variables to monetary policy shocks.  

Proper identification approach is required to identify the behavior of monetary policy 

shocks on macroeconomic variables in small open economies. Researchers extensively 

used, “The Choleski approach” (A VAR analysis) to identify the monetary policy 

behaviors. Being a lower triangular matrix, this approach is a subject of contemporaneous 

limitations, for example, exchange rate (ER) being last in the model can respond 

contemporaneously to all other variables but not vice versa. This condition makes it 

suitable for relatively large and closed economy like U.S as its monetary decisions are 

independent of any external movement. It is not suitable for a small open economy like 

Turkey as it is vulnerable to both monetary and external shocks. Such limitations produce 

price and ER puzzles in a small open economy like Turkey.  

This study tries to analyze the effects of monetary policy shocks on macroeconomic 

variables in small open economy by using Structural VAR approach of Cushman and Zha 

(1997). The study uses Turkey as a case study. Turkey being an open economy is 

vulnerable to foreign variables; from this point of view, we consider some foreign 

variables, such as CPI*, Y*, FFR*, and OP* to separate any exogenous monetary policy 
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movement. Fung (2002), Buckle et al. (2002) and Franken et al. (2006) also adopted 

Structural VAR approach to identify the monetary policy shocks. 

We find that contractionary policy appreciates the currency significantly, diminishes the 

prices and increases the interest rates but not significantly. So, the does not produce any 

ER or price puzzle in our analysis but it can have puzzles if we use Choleski 

decomposition. The contractionary policy increases the exports, but this is not significant. 

There is a significant increase in imports in response to contractionary monetary policy 

shock. The study also finds some deviations from the uncovered interest party (UIP) for 

only three months. Our study shows that foreign output shocks do not play a crucial role 

in domestic fluctuations in Turkey except some fluctuations in prices.  

There are some Turkish studies which also used VAR approach to analyze the monetary 

policy shocks (Berument 2007) and (Özdemir 2015). These studies also do not produce 

any price or ER puzzle.   

The study also contributes into the existing by testing two hypotheses. The J-Curve 

Hypothesis and ER overshooting. The overshooting hypothesis highlights a sudden 

appreciation in exchange rates (ERs) for only short-period and then depreciation in 

response to a contractionary monetary policy. It is believed that prices respond slowly 

(prices are sticky in the short-run) while exchange rates respond quickly to monetary 

policy shock. A compensation for sticky prices in the economy. Thus, the monetary policy 

shock will have more effect on ER in the short run rather than on the prices in the long 

run and this condition will produce overshooting in exchange rates for short-period. The 

study finds that ER overshoots in response to tight monetary policy. 

The J-curve hypothesis underlines that expansionary monetary policy depreciates the 

currency which helps to decrease the import volume and to increase the import prices and 

the export volume. There will be trade deficit if the effect of import prices is stronger than 

the import volume effect and if it is not strong, then there will be trade surplus. The J-

Curve highlights that import prices effect is strong than import volume effect in the short-

run (a trade deficit) and weak in the long-run (trade surplus) in response to expansionary 
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monetary policy (at least theoretically). The study finds J-Curve inverses because in our 

analysis, we consider contractionary rather than expansionary monetary policy stance.  

1.1 Methodology  

The purpose of the study is to analyze the effects of monetary policy shocks on 

macroeconomic variables in Turkey and to deal with ER and price puzzles which has been 

normally founded in earlier studies regarding the identification of monetary policy shocks. 

The study also tries to find, which is better monetary transmission mechanism? 

This study follows Structural Vector Autoregressive model (SVAR) with block 

exogeneity approach of Cushman and Zha (1997) to identify the monetary policy shocks 

in Turkey. Some previous studies followed VAR approach (recursive or choleski) to 

analyze the monetary policy shocks in small open economies but produced price and 

exchange rate puzzles while using SVAR approach this research does not produce such 

puzzles. Recursive or choleski approach is lower triangular matrix where succeeding 

variable is affected by proceeding variable and not vice versa. So, this contemporaneous 

limit makes it invalid for small open economy like Turkey where monetary policy respond 

immediately to any foreign shock. Structural VAR approach is very flexible in compared 

to Choleski or Recursive approach. Under this approach, each variable can react 

immediately to other variables contemporaneously whose data are available for policy 

makers within month.  

The SVAR model’s specification is divided into three equations; money supply and 

demand, information, and production equations. The money demand contains typical text 

book equation and money supply contains all variables whose data is available within one 

month. The information equation contains all variables contemporaneously and 

production equation contains Impt, Expt, Y and CPI.  The study uses RATS software.  

The study uses monthly data series from 2006:1 to 2015:12 and it is in log form. The 

dataset starts from pure inflation targeting regime as this period has stable and low 

inflation trend. The data sets are of two types; foreign and domestic. Foreign data consists 

of federal funds rate (FFR*), Advance economies industrial production index (Y*), 
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Advance economies consumer price index (CPI*), and Oil prices (OP*) and domestic 

dataset consists of monetary aggregate (M2), monthly overnight rate (R), Real exchange 

rate (RER), consumer price index (CPI), industrial production index (Y), exports (Expt) 

and imports (Impt).  

1.2 Reliability and Validity  

The research’s data sets sources are reliable because it choses data from well-known 

reliable sources. This study sources include International Financial Statistics (IFS), 

Federal Reserve System, Istanbul Stock Exchange, Turk-Stat and Central Bank of Turkey. 

Almost among all researchers, these data sources are reliable. So, if some other research 

or study try to produce the results of this research or study again, it will produce same 

results as this research produced. The study is assured about its reliability.  

The results got by using SVAR approach are valid and genuine for small open economy. 

This approach is valid for small open economy because it also includes a block of 

exogenous variables which is very important while analyzing the monetary policy shocks. 

So, by using this model, almost same results can be produced for any small open economy 

and this believability of this models shows that how much valid this model is.  

The rest of the study is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the monetary theories 

and policies Section 3 specifies the literature review. Section 4 presents the effects of 

monetary policy shocks on Turkish macroeconomic variables. Section 5 displays the 

results and, section 6 describes the conclusion. In section 7 References and finally, section 

8 discusses Appendices.  
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2 MONETARY THEORIES AND POLICIES 

2.1 Monetary Theories 

The focus is on monetary theories in detail along with some background of other economic 

theories. Our subject of discussion is mainly macroeconomics. We can divide 

macroeconomics into five major approaches. (1) Classical approach, (2) Neo-Classical 

approach (3) Keynesian approach, (4) Monetarist approach, (5) New Keynesian approach. 

2.1.1 Classical Approach 

Most economists believe that classical economics started with the work of Scottish author 

Adam Smith’s book “The Wealth of Nations” in 1776. According to Allgoewer (2009), 

other major contributions in classical economics are of Jean Baptiste Say (1803), David 

Ricardo (1821), Thomas Malthus (1823) and John Stuart Mill (1884). Some economists 

consider Marx (1867) and Henry George (1884) as contemporary of classical economics. 

They were believer of the free market or laissez-faire market. Classical economists believe 

that markets can work well itself, without any incorporation of government. They consider 

that the involvement of government can create more problems for the economy to work 

well rather than to solve it. The details of some classical economists and their theories are 

as follows;  

Today, many economists believe that Adam Smith is a father of modern economics. Adam 

Smith was a believer in laissez-faire market or free trade market and capitalism. According 

to Smith (1776), markets can work well without the intervention of government. He was 

the proponent of mercantilism because in his view that economy grows quickly in the free 

trade market. 
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Smith (1776) used a phrase, “invisible hand” in his book the “An Inquiry into the Nature 

and Causes of the Wealth of Nations” means that an individual who works for personal 

benefits also benefits the whole economy. Individuals use scarce resources efficiently to 

fulfill their needs which ultimately increase the wealth of nations indirectly without the 

intention of individuals.  

Smith also described the theory of labor value. He was a follower of his idea that labor 

produces a wealth of nations and believe that production is only because of consumption. 

According to Smith (1776), whatever labor produce, it belongs to laborer, but it is not 

always the case, sometimes it should share its part of the production with the landlord 

when land is held privately.  

Smith (1776) valued gold, silver, and corn in terms of measures but later he concludes that 

it can fluctuate with the passage of time. He argues that labor is the only thing which does 

not fluctuate with the passage of time and concludes that it is actual price of the 

commodity and refers that rent on land is not an expense but a surplus (Dooley, 2002).  

Smith was also concerned about labor division. According to Smith (1776), it guides “the 

greatest improvement in the productive powers of labor”. He believed that labor division 

can increase economic output, labor skills and as well as production with same numbers 

of labors (Schumacher, 2012).  

David Ricardo, a well-known British economist did a lot of work in political economy, a 

field of economics which deals with production and trade and its relationship with 

governing authorities. Ricardo gave the ideas of comparative advantage, the law of 

diminishing return, value theory of labor, the theory of rent and Ricardian equivalence.  

Ricardo (1821) in his book, “The principles of Political Economy, and Taxation” 

explained that labor theory of value is a summary of labor quantity. It means that a price 

of the commodity was a result of the quantity of labor (how much labor used to produce 

a commodity). Stigler (1958) elaborated Ricardo’s idea that a change in relative 

commodity prices was mainly due to a change in the quantity of labor.  
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Ricardo (1821) believes that when you keep on increasing one input unit (agriculture) by 

keeping other variables constant, it will increase total production to some fix-point but 

after that point, it will start decreasing because of available fixed land.  

The main contribution of Ricardo in economics was the idea of competitive advantage 

(Dooley, 2005). Ruffin (2002) in his article “history of political economy” explains the 

idea of Ricardo that international free trade can benefit both countries in the long run and 

short run by sharing goods among them, in which they are specialized or have a cost 

advantage.  

Ricardo (1821) believed that if you can purchase cheaper goods from abroad then no need 

to produce it at home. Another idea, Ricardian equivalence which demonstrates that it will 

not affect the economy either government manages expenditures through debt or taxes.  

His theory of rent was also a major work in economics. Ricardo (1821) clarified that rent 

is a distinction between marginal of production and fertile volume of land. He also 

mentioned about the theory of profit, in his view, real wages and profit have an inverse 

relation (Formaini, 2004). 

Jean Baptiste Say (1803), a French economist was also in favor of free trade (laissez-faire) 

and market competition like other classical economists. He was also a proponent of 

government intervention. Jean Baptiste Say (1803) in his work, “A Treatise on Political 

Economy” introduced “Say’s Law” or” Law of Market”. Say’s law relies on this 

assumption that “A product is no sooner created, than it, from that instant, affords a market 

for other products to the full extent of its own value ... the mere circumstance of the 

creation of one product immediately opens a vent for other products” and “As each of us 

can only purchase the productions of others with his own productions – as the value we 

can buy is equal to the value we can produce, the more men can produce, the more they 

will purchase”. What does this statement mean? It means that supply itself produces other 

products in the form of demand (Meng 2006). 
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2.1.2  Neo-Classical approach 

Alfred Marshall, a founder of neoclassical economist, who gave the idea of supply and 

demand through the graph, cost of production and marginal utility in his famous book 

“principles of economics”. Alfred Marshall (1890) express the quantity theory of money 

through Cambridge cash approach (M.1/K= P.Y). He was a believer of money demand 

effect like John Maynard Keynes (1937) rather than money supply effect. 

Another neoclassical economist, A.C. Pigou did a lot of work in economics such as Pigou 

effect (wealth effect), Pigovian tax and Pigou club. A.C Pigou was the man, who actually 

introduced the “Cambridge equation” (demand for real cash balances). Unlike the Fisher’s 

nominal price level (pn),  

Piguo (1943) took the real price of money as the quantity of wheat that a unit of tender 

can purchase (pw). He mentioned that pw just depends only on the demand for real balances 

and can be measured as a product of resources enjoyed by a community in terms of good 

wheat Rw and real resources held by the community (k). Pigou’s actual price of legal 

tender:  Pw = KRw /M (McLure, 2013).   

Irving Fisher, an American neoclassical economist is famous for his work in economic 

and monetary theories. He gave many economic and monetary theories such as utility 

theory, IR and investment theories, debt deflation theory (in response to stock market 

crises in 1929) and the quantity theory of money. From the perspective of demand for 

money, Fisher (1911) believes that it is a function of income as Md = k (PY) and demand 

for money is not affected by the IR. He also believes that velocity V (number of times in 

a year, the dollar used for buying goods and services in the economy) will remain constant 

in the short run. 

According to Fisher (1911), Quantity of money will determine the total nominal spending 

in the economy as 𝑃 × 𝑌 = 𝑀 × 𝑉 whereas (PY is total spending in economy) P is price 

level and Y is aggregate output and M is quantity of money and v is velocity of money. 

When money supply M doubles, then income also doubles. Classical economists 

(including Fisher) believed that prices and wages were not fixed so Y would be at full 
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employment and constant in the short run. So, price level P doubles when money supply 

M doubles.  

2.1.3  Keynesian approach  

Keynesian economics start with the book “The General Theory of Employment, Interest, 

and Money” of well-known British Economist John Maynard Keynes. It was written in 

response to “The Great Depression” of 1930’s. Unlike classical economists, Keynesian 

economists favor the state intervention during recessions. Keynesian economists believe 

that aggregate demand influences the economic output during recessions, especially in 

short run. It is demand side economics rather than supply side of classical economics.  

John Maynard Keynes (1937), in his book “the general theory of employment, interest, 

and money” rejected the idea of quantity theory that velocity is constant and introduced 

the theory of money demand that explained the significance of IR. He gave the theory of 

money demand, named as liquidity preference theory. According to Keynes (1937), 

people want to hold money because of three motives.  

2.1.3.1 Transaction motives  

The amount of money people wants to hold for everyday transactions. Firstly, he 

considered that it is proportional to income but later, he realized that technology can also 

change demand for money. Payment technology can reduce the demand for money 

because you can purchase almost everything without holding money in cash. So, he 

recognized that advancement in technology can reduce the demand for money relative to 

income.  

2.1.3.2 Precautionary Motives 

People also keep the money for sudden unseen future events and opportunities, and also 

to hold an asset, whose value is fixed in terms of money to meet a subsequent liability are 

further motives for keeping the cash.  He recognized that it is also proportional to income.  
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2.1.3.3 Speculative Motives 

People keep the money as a store of wealth. This is the important motive as it transmits 

the effects of a change in the quantity of money. Keynes (1937) recognized two types of 

assets, money, and bonds. He believed that money earns no interest whereas bonds earn. 

So, when interest goes up, the demand for holding bonds increase while the demand for 

money falls. 

Keynes (1937) explained in his general theory of interest rate that when the IR is low, the 

demand for money will exceed the available supply and will decrease when the IR is high. 

He formulated liquidity preference function as M = L(r) where M is the quantity of money, 

L is liquidity preference function and r is IR. By combing these motives, Keynes (1937) 

concluded liquidity function as, Md/P = L (i-, Y+). It indicates that money demand is 

negative to IR and positive to real income.  

Later, there were four developments in liquidity preference theory as mentioned by 

Johnson (1962) in his article. First, according to Johnson, Alvin Hansen started to consider 

transaction demand as interest-elastic also. Later, James Tobin also explained that 

transaction demand for money is interest-elastic as it can also earn a profit. So, many 

economists started to consider that both income and IR are important for money demand 

as a whole.  

Second, Johnson explained that John’s speculative motive was based on interest-elasticity 

which was later explained by Keynesian writers that this interest-elasticity based on future 

uncertainty rather on explicit expectation about its level.  Third, the initiation of the value 

of wealth, which also relies on the rate of interest, as a clear element money demand was 

a portion of more general activity of freeing Keynesian theory from its short-period 

equilibrium expectations. It suggests for liquidity preference theory that variation in 

money quantity by open market operations and fiscal policy would create different 

liquidity preference curve.  

Fourth, the assets division other than money as Keynes aggregated all assets into bonds 

and suggested the use of a single rate of interest. It changed Keynesian theory of liquidity 
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into the theory of relative prices of other assets. Other factors that can change demand for 

money are; a risk of other assets, wealth, and liquidity of other assets (Mishkin, 2015).  

2.1.4  Monetarist approach 

Normally, economists referred monetarist economics to the work of Milton Friedman. 

Monetarists believe that economic health can be maintained well by controlling the money 

supply in the economy. They were concerned about that inflation plays an important role 

in economic health and it can be controlled through money supply. 

They also believe that total output in the short run and price level over a long-period can 

be influenced by changing the money supply. Monetarists also believe that economic 

policy (interest rate or money supply) should be based on predetermined rules (for 

example Taylor rule or Friedman’s k-percent rule) rather than on discretionary rules (ad 

hoc judgment).  

Milton Friedman laid down the foundation of monetarist economics. In his book “A 

history of the united states 1867-1960” with co-author Anna Schwartz argued that 

“inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon” (Friedman & Schwartz, 

2008). He argued that an increase in money supply always brought an inflationary 

pressure, so price stability (equilibrium between money supply and demand) should be 

the main objective of monetary authorities.  

He also argued that deflationary pressure occurs during liquidity crunch due to the lack of 

proper money supply. Friedman gave the idea of Friedman k-percent rule, which can be 

described as a permanent (fixed percentage) increase in money supply every year.   

Milton Friedman in his article 1956 “The Quantity Theory of Money: A Restatement” 

gave the theory of demand for money. Friedman took the money as an asset and used the 

theory of asset demand for money (Johnson 1962). According to Mishkin (2004), 

Friedman considered that demand for money is a function of total resources and futures 

earnings on other forms of assets relative to money.  
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After careful analysis, Friedman also believed that people hold a certain amount of real 

balances (money in real terms). He recognized that function of demand for money relies 

on return on bonds and equity and expected inflation. 

In his wealth definition, Friedman uses the concept of permanent income (long-run 

income). He viewed that permanent income doesn’t fluctuate much because most 

deviations in income are temporary. So, Friedman claimed that money demand has a 

positive connection with wealth (permanent income).  

Friedman also believes that increase in expected returns in other forms of assets like 

bonds, equity, and goods decrease the demand for money. Unlike Keynes, Friedman 

recognized that interest has an insignificant effect on demand for money because he didn’t 

take a return on money as a constant (Brunner, 1970).  

2.1.5 New Keynesian Economics  

New Keynesian economics developed in the 1980s in response to classical economists 

that Keynesian economics is totally a failure. Classical economists believe that New 

Keynesian Economics is based on fancy ideas that have no valid structure, have no belief 

on expectations, and have no clear explanation with regarding to price stickiness. 

New Keynesian argue to these criticisms and accept that “adaptive expectations are fancy, 

fake, and unreal”. Many efforts have been made to construct Keynesian arguments that 

consist of microeconomic structure and rational expectations.  

For example, a model about wage accuracy and transactions cost-based model for sticky 

prices. They believe that “prices are sticky in the short-run” means that the prices change 

in the long-run, not in the short run (change but at very slow pace) to any unanticipated 

shock. They believe on government interventions for the correctness of the market like 

the classical Keynesian economists.  
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2.2 Monetary Policies 

According to Fed’s definition, “Monetary policy is a term used to refer to the actions of 

central banks to achieve macroeconomic policy objectives such as price stability, full 

employment, and stable economic growth”. In other words, monetary policy is all about 

the management of money supply. How central bank or monetary authority of a country 

controls the money supply to accomplish its target of inflation or IR in order to stabilize 

the prices and unemployment rates.  

Money supply usually affects IR and other economic activities. According to new 

Keynesian models, price stability is still a mandatory goal of monetary policy. Some 

economists think that financial instability in emerging markets was a result of monetary 

policy decisions, but advanced economies think it as a prudential policy (Gali, 2015).  

2.2.1 Types of Monetary Policies  

There are two types of monetary policies, expansionary policy during bust to enhance 

economic activity and contractionary policy during the boom to target inflation rate 

(Borio, 2014). Expansionary policy is an increase in the amount of money in the market 

and it causes to decrease interest rates, reserve requirements as well as depreciation in ER 

while contractionary policy causes decrease in money supply, increase in interest rates 

and appreciation in ER. Expansionary and contractionary policies have different results in 

the short run and the long turn.  

Central banks also use unconventional policies, when interest rates are zero or near to zero 

and sometimes even negative. Central banks use another policy called as “quantitative 

easing” (unconventional policy) to boost the economy. Quantitative easing is 

unconventional in a sense that central banks purchase more securities than usual (Labonte 

& Makinsen, 2008). 
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2.3 Monetary Policy Instruments in Advanced Economies  

2.3.1 Conventional Monetary Policy instruments  

Before 2008 Financial Crisis, developed economies especially the Fed were normally 

using three monetary policy tools, open market operations, discount lending and reserve 

requirements to influence interest rate and money supply while ECB (European Central 

Bank) was also using these three tools along with deposit facility (interest on reserves) 

before 2008. Later, the Fed also started to use interest on reserves as another monetary 

policy tool. Normally, economists call these three tools as conventional monetary policy 

tools.  

2.3.1.1  Open Market Operations 

Handa (2009) describes that open market operations are normally used by developed 

economies where financial markets and public debt transactions are huge. So, many 

countries in the world cannot use open market operations as these require particular-

conditions to use them effectively.  

Open market operations are major sources of change in the monetary base and IR. Open 

market purchases increase the money supply and decrease the short IR while sales 

decrease the money supply as well as increase the short-term IR. Through repurchase 

agreement (repo) and matched sale-purchase agreement (reverse repo), Fed can also 

change monetary base for a very short-period.  

Mishkin (2015), in his book “the money, banking, and financial markets” mentioned two 

types of open market operations, dynamic open market operations cause to change in 

monetary base and reserves level while defensive open market operations are additional 

factors to offset the effect of Fed or float. In U.S trading desk at the Federal Reserve Bank 

of New York conducts these open market operations.  

Fed can control open market operations directly and implement them very easily and 

quickly. ECB uses two types of open market operations; main refinancing operations 
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(mostly used) and long-term refinancing operations (least used) as its primary tools to 

conduct monetary policy.  

2.3.1.2  Discount lending  

The central bank is the major monetary authority in any country who can influence the 

economy by changing interest rates (IRs). Market IRs are usually influenced by discount 

rates or marginal landing facility in the European Union (loans by a central bank to 

commercial banks) and overnight rates (loan rates among banks). IRs play a significant 

role in the economy in changing the investment decisions and aggregate demand. Central 

banks around the world now have started to use IRs as their major monetary targets 

because of unstable money demand function. Change in discount rates and overnight rates 

usually an indicator of the future stance of monetary policy.  

Each central bank around the world has its own criteria to set discount rate or bank loan. 

The Fed provides loans to commercial banks through the discount window while ECB 

provides loans through marginal landing facility.  

Loans are of three types, primary loans for strong financially banks. Secondary loans for 

financially troubled banks and seasonal loans to small banks for agricultural needs. 

“Discount loans are also referred as the lender of last resort”. The basic purpose of 

discount loans is to save banks from financial panics and liquidity shortage in periods of 

recession. Fed cannot control discount loans directly because it’s the choice of commercial 

banks, when to take loans and how to use them. So, that’s why discount loans cannot be 

used as the main tool for conducting monetary policy (Mishkin, 2004). 

2.3.1.3  Reserve Requirements  

Reserve requirement is another monetary policy tool. Mostly used by weak economies 

where open market operations are not possible to operate (Handa, 2009). The rise in 

reserve requirements helps to increase federal funds rate (FFR) or target financing rate in 

the European Union and to contract the money supply. The decrease in reserve 

requirements helps to decrease IR and to expand money supply during this process. 
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Central banks around the world have their own minimum reserve requirement ratio. It is 

very powerful tool for money supply because a slight change in money supply can produce 

severe results, and liquidity problem. So, Central banks mostly avoid using it as a 

monetary tool (Mishkin, 2004).  

2.3.1.4  Interest on Reserves 

Since the Financial Crisis of 2008, Central banks in developed economies especially the 

Fed has started to pay interest on reserves while ECB has been using deposit facility since 

1999. Before 2008, excess reserves ratio was not much high in US banking system. After 

the Financial Crisis of 2007-08, huge monetary policy stimulus or quantitative easing 

(QE) caused the excess reserve ratio to increase trillions of dollars, which ultimately put 

downward pressure on FFR (the rate at which banks can borrow from other banks).  

The Fed’s rate fell near to zero and then, to prevent from falling further, the fed started to 

pay an interest rate on reserves. So, by paying banks the deposit funds, the fed set a “floor” 

on the rate at which banks will lend funds to each other – the Fed Funds rate (Copolla, 

2015). It will facilitate the Federal Reserve to exit from zero policy rates and to increase 

FFR.  

2.3.2  Unconventional Monetary Policy Instruments  

Conventional monetary policy instruments fail during severe economic conditions 

because it is not possible for the central bank to decrease interest rate as it already hit the 

zero bound (Smaghi, 2014). It is not possible in actual terms for the IR to be negative 

because bonds can always earn more than cash. During these conditions, central banks use 

nonconventional monetary policy tools. These tools include liquidity provision, large-

scale asset purchases and commitment to future monetary policy actions. 

2.3.2.1  Liquidity Provision 

Mishkin (2015) explains that when conventional tools fail during Financial Crisis, the 

Federal Reserve not only increases its lending facilities but also introduced new lending 
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programs. The Federal Reserve made expansion in its discount window operation by 

lowering discount rate to only 25 basis points above the federal funds rate target, but this 

expansion was not enough during 2008 Financial Crisis.  

Normally, Fed keeps the discount rate 100 basis points above the FFR. During 2008 

Financial Crisis, the fed and ECB started Term Auction Facility (TAF) to provide liquidity 

to the financial sector and its rate was lower than the discount window.  The rate was set 

by competitive auction rather than by predetermined rate.  

During 2008 worldwide Financial Crisis, the Fed introduced new lending programs which 

include TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities) AMLF (Asset-Backed Commercial Paper 

Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility) PDCF (Primary Dealer Credit Facility) 

and CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility) to provide liquidity to financial markets. 

2.3.2.2  Large Asset Purchases 

Normally, central banks purchase treasury or government securities through open market 

operations but during 2008 Financial Crisis, the Fed and ECB also started to purchase 

mortgage-backed securities to offset the prolonged period of low inflation. They 

purchased short term as well long-term securities during that time to lower the long-term 

IRs and they also introduced per month packages of quantitative easing.  

The Fed introduced Government Sponsored Entities Purchase Program in November 

2008. The Fed purchased $1.25 trillion of mortgage-backed securities under this program. 

In November 2010, the Fed announced that it would purchase $600 billion of long-term 

Treasury securities at a rate of about $75 billion per month. The Fed purchased $40 billion 

of mortgage- backed securities and $45 billion of long-term Treasuries in September 2012.  

2.3.2.3  Forward Guidance 

Expectations are very important in economic theories. When IR hits zero bound, the 

central bank signals the stance of monetary policy by keeping the nominal short-term 

interest rate low for a long period because it cannot go down further. This commitment 
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reflects that fed will keep the short-term interest rate at zero, which ultimately will help 

long-term IR to fall. Such commitment called forward guidance.  

2.4 Monetary Policies and Instruments followed by Central Bank of the Republic 

of Turkey  

2.4.1 Monetary Policies 

The major focus here will about unconventional monetary policy framework because it is 

more related to the period between 2009 and 2015 (the time when CBRT adopted 

unconventional policies). The Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT) has been 

adopting different monetary policy frameworks since 2001. Why is it adopting different 

monetary policies since 2001?  

According to Eşkinat (2013), Turkey was following fixed exchange rate regime before 

2001, but after Financial Crisis of 2001, CBRT changed its fixed exchange rate regime to 

floating ER regime with the instructions of International Monetary Fund (IMF). CBRT 

started to follow inflation targeting regime and ultimately adopted full fledge targeting 

regime in 2006. CBRT started to target price stability as its main goal under these regimes 

and IR as a major instrument for its monetary operations.  

In 2010, The CBRT adopted the unconventional monetary policy. Why now CBRT 

adopted an unconventional monetary policy under inflation targeting regime. Financial 

stability relation with monetary policy and financial threats posed by global crisis to 

Turkish economy (as an emerging economy) were the main reasons to adopt this 

unconventional policy (Küçük et al., 2015) and (Başçı, 2012).  

The deep expansionary policies in advanced economies (after 2008 Financial Crisis) 

posted financial instability in emerging economies because these expansionary policies 

led to flow excess liquidity to emerging economies.  

Emerging economies including Turkey were aware that these excess inflows will put 

pressure on ER, asset prices, and credit channel. As a result, they adopted unconventional 
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monetary policies to handle short-term excess inflows. In this manner, CBRT made some 

changes in inflation targeting framework and adopted financial stability as a secondary 

goal (supplementary to price stability).  

2.4.2 New Policy Instruments 

Kara (2012) mentioned following instruments, which were adopted by CBRT after 2010 

along with policy rate to affect price stability and financial stability through credit and 

exchange rate mechanisms.  

 Interest rate corridor 

 Liquidity policies 

 Weekly repo rate 

 Reserve requirements and recently adopted reserve option mechanism 

To communicate the newly adopted policy and its effects on price and financial stability, 

Central Bank used explicit credit and exchange rate mechanisms because data on these 

channels are easily available. They can also be monitored and observed easily.  

When CBRT focuses on price stability along with financial stability, then it should use 

credit and exchange rate channel together unlike the traditional single price stability goal. 

For example, when the economy gets overheated, the CBRT can cool down the economy 

by increasing IR, which ultimately appreciates the currency and decreases the credit 

growth.  

The CBRT has many tools to change the IR and quantity of liquidity in the market. One-

week Repo auctions are the main tools through which CBRT can affect liquidity. CBRT 

normally can provide liquidity on the daily, weekly and monthly basis.  

Küçük et al., (2015) describe that CBRT can also provide liquidity through CBRT 

overnight lending facility, overnight repo/reverse repo market, and late window liquidity 

as a lender of last resort. One-week rate serves as policy rate which remains within lending 
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and borrowing rate limits. The area between two interest rates, the lending, and the 

borrowing respectively is referred as IR corridor (Kara 2012).  

Unlike traditional inflation targeting regime in which the CBRT focuses only on single 

short-term interest rate stability, the unconventional regime has no such commitment. 

Money market rates can fluctuate on daily basis under interest rate corridor instrument, 

unlike traditional short-term rates. Interest rate corridor’s lending represents upper limit 

and borrowing represents lower limits for overnight rates. The spread between lending 

and borrowing rates signals about the stance of liquidity management.  

Reserve requirements also played a significant role under the new policy framework. A 

high ratio of reserve requirements helps to control the unanticipated short-term inflows 

which ultimately stabilize the financial conditions in the economy. It can also help when 

conditions got worse in the credit market through lower ratio channel.  

According to Eşkinat (2013), Reserve option mechanism (banks have the facility to keep 

required reserve ratio in foreign exchange) helps to decrease the effects of unanticipated 

inflows in the economy because banks can keep excessive foreign inflows as required 

reserves ratio against TL lira.   

2.5 Monetary Transmission Mechanism 

Monetary policy decisions affect overall economy and aggregate demand through 

monetary transmission mechanism channel (Mishkin, 2015). Central banks around the 

world keep in view that how their decisions can affect the overall economy while taking 

monetary policy decisions. So, it is necessary to understand MTM (monetary transmission 

mechanism) that how it can affect overall economic conditions. 

These mechanisms can be divided into three major categories; traditional interest rate (IR) 

channels or so-called money channel (based on traditional IS-LM model), other asset 

prices channels and credit channel.  
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2.5.1 Interest rate  

The expansionary monetary policy helps the central banks to decrease the IR and as a 

result, real borrowing cost falls, which helps to increase investment spending and 

ultimately aggregate demand. Keynes (1937) considered investment decisions only on 

business bases but later, economists considered housing and durable items also as an 

investment decision (Mishkin, 1996).  

It’s the real IR rather than the nominal IR which affects the investment decisions. The 

concept of sticky prices states that prices adjust slowly over time and this helps to decrease 

the nominal IR which ultimately helps to decrease the real IR.  

Through real IR channel, central banks can stimulate the economy even if nominal IRs 

are zero. Expectations about future commitment to easy policy can raise inflation and it 

also can decrease the real IR even at zero bound and then, which ultimately increases the 

aggregate demand.  

The relationship between IR transmission mechanism and aggregate demand was weak 

for Turkish economy as IR were very high and inflation was very volatile before 2001 

Financial Crisis (Sarıkaya, 2007). 

After 2001 Financial Crisis, the restructuring of the banking system and other sectors 

helped to decrease inflation volatility and interest rates in Turkey. These changes helped 

to strengthen the relationship between IR and spending decisions.  

John Taylor (1993) thinks that it is IR which affects investment spending, but other 

economists consider it is not an IR mechanism that affects investment spending. They 

consider other monetary transmission mechanisms which are of two types; other asset 

price channels and credit channel (Mishkin, 2015).  

2.5.2  Asset Price  

Typical aggregate demand analysis just relies on one asset price, the IR. Economic 

research has brought other assets which are important for monetary transmission 
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mechanism (MTM) of monetary policy. The assets other than the IR are exchange rates 

(ERs) and equity prices. 

2.5.2.1  Net Exports reaction to Exchange Rate 

The advent of flexible exchange rate regime and integration of financial markets have put 

special focus on ERs that how monetary decisions can affect net exports and aggregate 

demand through the ER. Since exchange rates (ERs) are very close to IR decisions because 

an increase or decrease in IRs also affect ERs (an appreciation or depreciation of local 

currency make it valuable or less valuable with respect to foreign currency) which in turn 

affect net exports and ultimately affect the overall aggregate demand (Aslan & Korap, 

2007).  

According to Sarıkaya (2007), the ER channel was not good transmission mechanism of 

monetary policy in Turkey before 2001 because it was considered as the main indicator 

of inflation expectations under fixed exchange regime. Any change in exchange rate either 

temporary or permanent was transmitted to prices but thanks to flexible exchange rate 

regime and structural changes in the banking sector, which made it a strong indicator of 

MTM in Turkey.  

2.5.2.2  Tobin’s q Theory 

Equity prices also play a significant role as an MTM. The major contribution in this field 

was by Tobin (1969) through the development of q theory. Q can be defined as the 

physical value of an asset relative to its replacement cost. High q boost investment because 

it is easy for firms to purchase new equipment when replacement cost is low than its 

physical value of an asset. This channel also works through IR phenomenon; lower IRs 

on bonds means expected return on (other alternative assets) stocks will attractive, which 

in turn will increase the demand for them, and which ultimately will increase their prices. 

Here, higher prices mean higher q, which means higher investment spending and as a 

result, an increase in aggregate demand.  
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2.5.2.3  Wealth Effects 

The life cycle theory of Ando & Modigliani (1963) refers to consumption on the non-

durable goods and services; consumption means lifetime resources of consumers. The 

financial wealth referred as lifetime resources of consumers (common stock). Aggregate 

demand increases because of increase in consumption, wealth and lifetime resources of 

consumers. According to Cambazoğlu & Güneş (2011), risk premium and expectations 

can also affect change in asset prices.  

2.5.3 Credit Channel 

In developing countries like Turkey, credit channel plays a significant role because small 

businesses which do not have direct access to finance by means of issuing securities, 

generally finance themselves through the banking sector. Credit channel is actually; “A 

financial friction in financial market”. It can be explained by two monetary transmission 

mechanism (MTM); bank lending channel (narrow) and balance sheet channel (broad).  

2.5.3.1  Balance Sheet  

The net worth of a firm plays a key role to get loans. In case of low net worth, adverse 

selection and moral hazard got severe and as a result, it causes to decrease investment 

spending. The expansionary or contractionary monetary policies can affect the balance 

sheet.  

 Mishkin (2015) describes that during expansionary policy, the IR goes down, which helps 

to increase stock prices (return on bonds is low). It means that firm net worth is high now, 

and adverse selection and moral hazard are low, and as a result, investment spending and 

overall economic activity will increase.  

2.5.3.2  Bank Lending  

Small businesses mostly depend on bank loans as they have no access to funds through 

other sources. In that manner, Bank lending plays an important role in the monetary 

transmission channel. According to Mishkin (2015), Banks increase their reserves during 
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periods of easy policy, which ultimately motivate them to lend more and as a result, more 

lending helps to increase investment spending. In this way, overall output and economic 

activity increase in the country. Economic research shows that this channel is more 

attractive and valid in developing economies rather than in developed economies.   

2.5.3.3  Unanticipated Price Level  

Monetary policy can also affect economic activity through unanticipated price channel. 

An expansionary policy normally increases an unanticipated price level which increases 

the net worth of a firm (because of fixed debt contracts, debt burden decreases in real 

terms when price level increases) and in the end, it helps to increase spending and output 

within the economy. 

2.5.3.4  Cash Flow Channel  

Monetary policy also affects aggregate demand through cash flow channel. Nominal low- 

IRs help to increase cash flow (balance sheet). The cash flow increases the firm’s liquidity, 

which means that firm can pay its debts very quickly in the view of investors. Such kind 

of positivity of firm helps to increase the investment spending and aggregate demand in 

the economy. 

2.5.3.5  Household Liquidity Effects  

Credit channel not only affects business spending but also consumer spending. Liquidity 

plays a key role in this channel (how quickly assets can… be converted into cash during 

economic shocks). Consumers are more concerned about financial distress. If they think 

that there will be no expected financial distress, then they will prefer to have more durable 

assets and houses.  

An easy policy decreases IRs which help to improve the value of durable assets and houses 

through a rise in stock prices. Improved assets value decreases the expected financial 

distress and as a result, it will help to increase the overall economic conditions in the 

economy. The monetary transmission mechanism (MTM) is summarized in figure 1. 
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        Sources: The economics of money, banking, and finance 11th edition by Mishkin 

2.6 The J- Curve Effect 

The difference between exports and imports are called trade balance. Generally, when 

there are more imports than exports, it is said trade deficit and it is said trade surplus, when 

exports are more than imports. How trade deficit can be improved with the help of 

Figure 2.1 The link between Monetary Policy and Aggregate Demand: MTM  
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exports? The widely used way to improve trade deficit is by depreciating the domestic 

currency against other international currencies. The lower value of domestic currency will 

make imports more expensive and exports cheaper. This situation will decrease the 

imports volume and increase the exports volume, which ultimately will improve trade 

deficit. However, due to some reasons, the trade balance initially worsens, and then 

improve in response to the devaluation of currency. In economics terminology, it shows a 

J-Curve shape.  

There can be several reasons behind so-called J-Curve effects (Macmillan, 2008). First, 

prices are measured at old exchange rate, when currency started to depreciate. This 

condition will worsen the trade balance more, if it was already started to worsen before 

the currency devaluation. Anyhow, trade balance will start to improve, when the prices 

will be measured at new ER. Second, it could be possible that a country’s economic 

activity started to grow quickly at the time of currency deterioration. So, it may offset the 

currency deterioration effects by increasing significant imports because it is normally 

considered that when a country’s economic activity grows, it increases the consumption 

of domestic and as well as of the import goods. Last, it is believed that import decreases, 

and export increases in response to devaluation of the currency. However, the change in 

exchange rate may delay the adjustment between imports and exports.  

In other words, the J-curve effect underlines that expansionary monetary policy 

depreciates the currency which helps to decrease the import volume and to increase the 

import prices and the export volume. There will be trade deficit if the effect of import 

prices is stronger than the import volume effect and if it is not strong, then there will be 

trade surplus. The J-Curve highlights that import prices effect is stronger than import 

volume effect in the short-run (a trade deficit) and weak in the long-run (trade surplus) in 

response to expansionary monetary policy (Hacker and Hatemi, 2003). 

In 1973, Stephen Magee was the first, who analyzes the J-Curve phenomenon for U.S 

trade balance. Magee (1973) analyzed that depreciation of dollar has further deteriorated 

the trade balance. Then economist started to think that how much time will it take to 

improve trade balance after the currency depreciation? Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee (1985) 
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was the researcher, who gave the idea to test J-Curve directly with ER along with other 

determinants rather than to test it with aggregate trade data (the import, export data 

between single and rest of the world). This idea changed the roots of analysis for trade 

balance among researchers.  

The J-Curve phenomenon can be seen in figure 2; 

 

Figure 2.2: J-Curve 

There is another case for J-Curve.  A case when Inverse J-Curve occurs in response to 

appreciation of a country’s currency (a case for tight monetary policy shock). The 

appreciation of currency will make export expensive for importing countries. So, due to 

the competition in the market, importing countries will import goods from countries where 

the prices are less compared to this country (a county which experienced a currency 

appreciation). The appreciation in currency may also increase imports if these are 

available at cheaper prices. The whole procedure will then produce J-Curve but this time 

inversely.  
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2.7 The Exchange Rate Overshooting  

Krugman (2015) in his book “International Economics: Theory and policy” explained that 

“the exchange rate (ER) is said to be overshoot when its immediate response to a 

disturbance is greater than its long-run response”. The overshooting helps to explain that 

why ERs are so volatile? Dornbusch (1976) explained that this phenomenon is due to 

“differential adjustment speeds in asset and goods markets”. It is believed that prices 

respond slowly (prices are sticky in the short-run) while exchange rates respond quickly 

to monetary policy shock. A compensation for sticky prices in the economy. Thus, the 

monetary shock will have more effect on ER in the short run rather than on the prices in 

the long run and this condition will produce overshooting in exchange rates for short-

period.  

But the prices adjust immediately in monetary markets and foreign exchange markets. 

However, brokers know that ER depreciates, and price rises in the long run. Naknoi (2003) 

explained that “Due to this rationality, Curve in the foreign exchange market diagram 

moves upward”. It is explained in Figure 3. “B represents long-run equilibrium. The 

economy moves from A to B immediately under flexible price.  It moves from A to C’ 

immediately under sticky price. It then moves from C’ to B but slowly. P and i also rises 

but slowly. Due to the change in expectation, C is not considered as an equilibrium. The 

difference between levels of E at C’ and at B measures the degree of overshooting”. 

 

Figure 2.3: Exchange Rate Overshooting 

               Sources: Kanda Naknoi Econ 165 Section 7, Stanford University.   
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

No consensus among researchers which is best monetary policy indicator. Bernanke and 

Blinder (1992) suggest that federal funds rate (FFR*) is the best indicator of monetary 

policy because they believe that interest rate (IR) can inform us about forthcoming 

movements of macroeconomic variables. Gordon and Leeper (1994) questioned the 

validity of FFR* as well as of the monetary aggregates as they found some dynamic 

behaviors of macroeconomic variables (that are different from conventional monetary 

analysis) to monetary policy shocks.  

McCallum (1983), Bagliano & Favero (1998) and Bernanke & Mihov (1998) also 

recommend IR as a better measure of monetary policy. Eichenbaum (1992) and Strongin 

(1995) propose nonborrowed reserves as better measure of monetary policy while 

Cushman and Zha (1997) recommend that an ER works better as a monetary transmission 

mechanism (MTM). Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992) also suggest that MTM normally 

works through IR, not the EX rate in the relative large economy.  

Researchers have been using “Choleski or Recursive approach” to analyze the reactions 

of macroeconomic variables to monetary policy shocks. Recursive approach is a lower 

order triangular matrix where the succeeding variable is affected by proceeding variable 

and not vice versa. Some researchers in their empirical works (e.g., Sims (1992) and 

Eichenbaum & Evans (1995)) used exchange rate after the monetary policy variable in 

their models.  

Cushman and Zha (1997) suggest that this monetary restriction is better for a relatively 

large economy like U.S where monetary policy will be less affected by foreign shocks. 
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Kim and Roubini (2000) explain that small open economies are vulnerable to both 

domestic and foreign monetary shocks.  

In his analysis, Mackowiak (2007) explains that foreign shocks play a significant role to 

fluctuate the economic activities in emerging economies. Moreover, he suggests that 

foreign shocks are more important than monetary policy shocks of U.S.  

The lower triangular approach has produced “puzzles” the exchange rate (ER) puzzle and 

the price puzzle, particularly for a small open economy. ER puzzle occurs when positive 

innovations in interest rate (IR) causes the domestic currency to depreciate rather than to 

appreciate while price puzzle occurs when positive IR innovations cause the price level to 

increase rather than to decrease.  

Sims (1992) investigates five advanced economies and represents IR as monetary policy 

shock. He found both ER and price puzzles in most countries. Grilli and Roubini (1995) 

also find prize puzzle in his analysis of the G-7 countries except U.S. To deal with the 

price puzzle for a closed economy like U.S, Christiano et al., (1996) and Sims & Zha 

(1998) incorporate inflationary expectation in their models.  

Peersman and Smets (2001) in his analysis for euro area find that ER appreciates, output 

falls and prices stay sticky in the short run in response to innovations in IR. He does not 

find any price and ER puzzle.   

To determine these puzzles, particularly for the small open economy, Cushman and Zha 

(1997) suggest an empirical SVAR approach with block exogeneity for Canada to keep 

pure exogenous monetary policy shocks separate from domestic monetary policy shocks 

and they also recommend that these external shocks have influential effects on the 

Canadian economy.  

Franken et al. (2006) adopt same SVAR block exogeneity approach for Chilean economy 

and they find external shocks are important for domestic monetary policy movements. 

Moreover, they find that domestic monetary shocks play a critical role in business 

fluctuations.  
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Cashin and Sosa (2009) share the view that foreign shocks are major sources to fluctuate 

the macroeconomic variables in the Eastern Caribbean. Pagan et al. (2008) study the 

monetary transmission mechanism of Brazil. They find that IR performs swiftly in Brazil 

than in advanced economies and that ER plays an important in this matter.  

Vinayagathasan (2013) also use block exogeneity SVAR approach to solve these puzzles 

for Sri Lankan economy. He finds that IR explains better macroeconomic movements 

rather than ER or monetary aggregates for Sri Lanka. He also suggests that it is better to 

target reserve money than broad money. Moreover, he proposes that external shocks are 

not vital for Sri Lankan economy. This study also follows the SVAR approach with block 

exogeneity to overcome these empirical puzzles. 

Many researchers also studied the Turkish monetary mechanism and tried to analyze the 

effects of Turkish monetary policy shocks on macroeconomic variables. Aslan and Korap 

(2007) analyze the Turkish economic MTM for the period 1992-2004. Their results show 

that weakly foreign inflow increase the ER value and as a result decrease the IR and local 

inflation.  

After the 2001 crisis, Başçı et al. (2008) witness the development of MTM in Turkey. 

Their results confirm that IR and credit channels have a significant impact on Turkish 

macroeconomic activities.  

Monetary policy helped to stabilize the economic activities of Turkey in relatively stable 

inflation period after 2002 (Akyurek et al. 2011).  

Aktaş et al. (2008) analyze the behaviors of financial variables to sudden monetary policy 

changes by using the period after 2001 crisis. They find the importance of bonds and bills 

market as a mechanism to monetary policy shocks. Their paper also confirms that MTM 

works through credit view in Turkey and it also suggests that reserve requirement can be 

used as a monetary policy instrument for monetary control. Anyhow, these studies do not 

focus on the effects of monetary policy shocks on different economic activities.  
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Erdogan and Yıldırım (2010) evaluate the IR channel for Turkish economy between 1995-

1 to 2008-9. It was divided into two periods (1995-1 to 2002-2 and 2002-3 to 2008-9). 

Their findings suggest that IR channel works better in the second period. Anyhow, their 

findings produce price puzzle which is described by the increased manufacturing cost. 

Perhaps, the regime was not correctly identified as inflation rates were still high for some 

period after the 2001 Financial Crisis.  

Indeed, there are many studies regarding high inflation period which investigate its effects 

on the overall Turkish economy. Aktaş et al. (2010) propose that poor fiscal management 

somehow produce price puzzle before the inflation targeting period. In short, they 

summarize that these puzzling behaviors were due to the cooperation between risk 

premium and monetary tightness during this high inflation period. Nonetheless, there was 

no such attempt in this study which tries to overcome ER puzzle and they think it as a 

response to structural characteristics of the economy. 

Çatık and Martin (2012) analyze the changing role of MTM in Turkey for the period of 

1986:1 to 2010:11. The dataset was divided into two periods; the high inflation and the 

low inflation periods. They find that price puzzle decreases in the low inflation period, but 

it also shows a sudden decrease in prices in the short run, which is at some odd regarding 

the established theories of stickiness of prices in the short run. There was also ER puzzle 

on regular bases in the low inflation period but at a very slow pace. 

To remove these puzzling behaviors, this study follows a SVAR approach with block 

exogeneity, where data sets are of two types; (1) domestic variables and (2) foreign 

variables. These foreign variables are used to keep purely exogenous shocks separate from 

domestic monetary shocks.  

Kilinc and Tunc (2014) identify the monetary policy shocks in Turkey by using SVAR 

approach with block exogeneity. Their analysis starts from pure inflation targeting regime 

2006:1 to 2013:6 and they use monthly data of both local and external variables. In their 

analysis, the contractionary monetary policy does not produce any price puzzle or ER 
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puzzle. They also suggest that external shocks have a critical effect on local monetary 

variables. Their analysis consists of small period.  

This study also uses an almost same set of data, but it is different in two ways; first, this 

study uses longer period and second, by following Cushman and Zha (1997), this study 

also uses monetary aggregates as a stance of monetary policy rather than short-term IR.  

Some other economists use different approaches to measure monetary policy shocks. 

Berument (2007) recommend that the spread between interbank IR and the depreciation 

rate of domestic currency shows the behavior of monetary policy before the 2001 crisis. 

His results show that contractionary monetary policy reduces the prices, income, and 

appreciate the currency. There is no price and ER puzzle behavior in his study.  

Berument et al. (2011) design a new liquidity tool for emerging markets to analyze the 

monetary policy movements for the period after the crisis. Their results suggest that the 

evolution of short-term and foreign exchange markets should be considered while 

measuring the monetary policy movements because central bank uses them both to 

maintain the economy.  

To estimate the monetary policy stance for the period after 2008 Financial Crisis, 

Berument et al. (2014) propose that changes in the spread between overnight rate and 

treasury auction rates are instructive for prices, output, and ER. They use VAR models to 

analyze the monetary policy stance and their results are in accordance with the established 

theories. 

Özdemir (2015) analyzes the MTM in Turkey through interest rate channel. He uses both 

conventional VAR and Local projections in measuring the stance of monetary policy. He 

also uses both conventional data and a newly designed series to investigate the reactions 

of macroeconomic variables in response to contractionary monetary policy.  Surprisingly, 

he finds that results got from newly designed series are more credible than conventional 

series after IR shock. This study also does not bear any price and ER puzzle. 
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Researchers have also been analyzing ER overshooting in order to understand its 

volatility. Krugman (2015) in his book “International Economics: Theory and policy” 

explained that “the exchange rate (ER) is said to be overshoot when its immediate 

response to a disturbance is greater than its long-run response”. The overshooting helps to 

explain that why ERs are so volatile? Dornbusch (1976) explained that this phenomenon 

is due to “differential adjustment speeds in asset and goods markets”. 

Some researchers like Cushman and Zha (1997) and Giordani (2004) also focused on trade 

balance trend, known as J-Curve while identifying monetary policy shocks under flexible 

exchange rate regime.  The J-curve effect underlines that expansionary monetary policy 

depreciates the currency which helps to decrease the import volume and to increase the 

import prices and the export volume. There will be trade deficit if the effect of import 

prices is stronger than the import volume effect and if it is not strong, then there will be 

trade surplus (Bahmani-Oskooee,1985).  

There is another case for J-Curve.  A case when Inverse J-Curve occurs in response to an 

appreciation of a country’s currency (a case for tight monetary policy shock). The 

appreciation of currency will make export less attractive for importing countries and 

imports attractive for domestic consumers.  
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4 THE EFFECTS OF MONETARY POLICY SHOCKS ON 

MACROECONOMIC VARIABLES: A CASE FOR TURKISH ECONOMY 

4.1 The Model and its Specification 

While identifying monetary policy shocks through VAR model, one should consider the 

choice of variables and its order especially for small open economies because it can have 

serious consequences. By following Cushman and Zha (1997), Hoffmaister and Roldos 

(2001), Giordani (2004), Raddatz (2007) and Kilinc and Tunc (2014), we also used 

structural vector autoregression (SVAR) model for the Turkish economy. 

 Let’s start with simple SVAR equation      

A(L) y(t) = ԑ(t)    

Where A(L) is n x n matrix polynomial in the lag operator L, y(t) is an n x 1 vector of 

observations and ԑ(t) is an n x 1 vector of structural shocks.  

  

Y(t)=     A(L)=     ( t) =  

 

yd (t) contains domestic variables as n1 x 1 and yf (t) contains foreign variables as n2 x 1. 

The block exogeneity limit A21 = 0 explains that foreign variables will remain unaffected 

to monetary shocks in the domestic country contemporaneously and for lagged values of 

variables. The vector of structural shocks ԑ(t) is uncorrelated and satisfy the following 

equation; 

yd(t) 
 

yf(t) 
 
 
 
 

A11(L)   A12(L)  
 
0           A22 (L) 

 
 
 
 

d (t) 
 

f (t) 
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 E[ ԑ(t) ԑ(t)’l y(t ― s), s > 0] = I  E[ ԑ(t) y(t ― s), s > 0] = 0. 

Structural VAR approach is very flexible in compared to Choleski or Recursive approach. 

Under this approach, each variable can react immediately to other variables 

contemporaneously whose data are available for policymakers within month. This is not 

case with Choleski approach. Choleski approach is lower triangular matrix where 

succeeding variables are affected by proceeding variables and not vice versa.  

The following domestic and foreign variables are used to analyze the monetary policy 

shocks in Turkey; Yd = (Y, CPI, M2, RER, R, Impt, Expt) and Yf = (Y*, CPI*, FFR* 

OP*).  We do not put any restriction on domestic variables Yd(t). External variables 

follow simple Choleski decomposition (a lower-triangular matrix where each succeeding 

variable is affected by proceeding variable and not vice versa) as Yf = (Y*, CPI*, FFR*, 

OP*). No other lagged restrictions are imposed on foreign variables block.  

Since Turkey is an open economy, we considered that its monetary policy can have effect 

from exchange rate and it can also affect other domestic economic variables. This 

condition is not suitable for a relatively large economy like U.S. where monetary decisions 

are independent of any external movements. Sims (1992), Bernanke and Blinder (1992) 

and Mihov (2001) suggest that interest rate; “a better channel for analyzing the stance of 

monetary policy”, but by following the Cushman and Zha (1997), we consider (M2) as 

our measuring tool for monetary policy stance.   

The identification scheme can be defined by three equations of Cushman and Zha (1997); 

Money, information, and production markets. The money market equation consists of two 

equations the demand and supply equations respectively; 

d22(M-P)-d22Y+a23R=ԑd       

d33R+a32M+a31RER+b33FFR*+b34OP*= ԑs 

The demand equation is a typical textbook equation. The money supply equation displays 

the contemporaneous monetary policy and consists of variables whose data are 

immediately available within a month. The monetary analysists have access to money 
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supply, both interest rates (R and FFR*), ERs, and oil prices. In contrast, the Bank would 

be unable to observe the data on output, the general price level, or trade flows. This 

description of possible policy behavior also distinguishes Central Bank of Turkey reaction 

function from the one likely for the advanced economy’s monetary authority, because 

monetary authorities in advance economies are unlikely to react to changes in Turkish 

interest rates and money stock. Finally, it should be emphasized that this specification 

does not prevent the Central Bank of Turkey from reacting to all the variables including 

output and price over subsequent months. 

The information equation consists of all variables contemporaneously.  

d11RER+a12M+a13R+a14CPI+a15Y+a16Expt+a17Impt+a11Y*+a12CPI*+a13FFR*+a14OP* = ԑinf 

The ER reacts to all other variables within one month. This equation is important in our 

identification of monetary policy because the data on exchange rates reflect indirectly 

other sources of information that may not be available within the month. that may  

The production equation does not include other variables except import, export, prices, 

and output. Cushman and Zha (1997) suggest that other variables like ER and foreign 

variables are not related to production but with a lag, so they excluded them from 

production equation. The study also follows the same idea of Cushman and Zha (1997). 

The equation is arranged in the order; Impt, Expt, Y, and CPI.   

RATS software was used for monetary policy identification. Due to the small data set, 4 

lags were chosen in the model.    

4.2 Reliability & Validity  

The results got by using SVAR approach are valid and reliable for small open economy. 

This approach is valid for small open economy because it also includes a block of 

exogenous variables which is very important while analyzing the monetary policy shocks. 

So, by using this model, almost same results can be produced for any small open economy 

and this believability of this model shows that how much valid and reliable this model is?  
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Cushman and Zha (1997), Hoffmaister and Roldos (2001), Fung (2002), Buckle et al. 

(2002), Giordani (2004), Franken et al. (2006), Raddatz (2007) and Kilinc and Tunc 

(2014) also used same SVAR block exogeneity approach to analyze the monetary policy 

shocks in other small open economies. The block exogeneity keeps separate any 

exogenous monetary policy movement. These studies also got same results as this got. So, 

in this way, it can be said that this SVAR model with block exogeneity is valid and reliable 

for analyzing the monetary policy shocks in small open economies. 

4.3 Data 

Our model includes both domestic and foreign data sets. Domestic dataset consists of 

monetary aggregate (M2), monthly overnight rate (R), Real exchange rate (RER), 

consumer price index (CPI), industrial production index (Y), exports (Expt) and imports 

(Impt). Foreign data set consists of federal funds rate (FFR*), Advance economies 

industrial production index (Y*), Advance economies consumer price index (CPI*), and 

Oil prices (OP*). All data are in log form except interest rates. 

The research uses monthly data series from 2006:1 to 2015:12. The dataset starts from 

pure inflation targeting regime as this period has stable and low inflation trend. 

Data was collected from various sources. Monetary aggregate (M2), Real exchange rate 

(RER) got from Turkish central bank. Export (Expt), Import (Impt), Oil prices (OP*), 

Advance economies production index (Y*) and Advance economies commodity price 

index (CPI*) obtained from International Financial Statistics (IFS). Overnight interest rate 

(R) came from Istanbul stock exchange. By following Kilinc and Tunc (2014), we also 

consider overnight rate as a benchmark rate for the model as they think that Turkish 

Central Bank not only uses different policy rates but also use other monetary policy tools 

to control the economic activities across different time periods. Other economists like 

Roush (2007) and Alper & Torul (2008) also consider overnight rate as policy rate in their 

studies. The consumer price index (CPI) and industrial production index (Y) are from 

Turk-Stat. The federal funds rate (FFR*) obtained from Federal Reserve System. Any 

innovation in feds rate can affect both IR and ERs in Turkey.  
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5 RESULTS  

From figures 5.1 (a) to figure 5.5 (b), we describe the responses of Turkish economic 

variables to tight monetary policy and external shocks. We took money supply as one 

standard deviation monetary policy shock. External variables are immune to 

contractionary monetary policy because we already have put block exogeneity condition 

on these variables in our model.  

 

Figure 5.1: (a) Domestic Monetary Policy Shock 

The monetary policy shock helps to reduce the price level and it can be seen in figure 5.1 

(a). We do not see any price puzzle in our identification scheme. It can have price puzzle 

(a condition where price increases to monetary contraction rather than to decrease) if we 

use Choleski identification Carlstrom et al. (2009). It means that tight monetary policy 
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can help to handle the inflation rate. This result is in accordance with the well-known 

theories.  

The ER appreciates following the tight monetary policy, which is significant theoretically. 

These results can also be found in Pagan et al. (2009) and Kilinc and Tunc (2014) So, we 

also do not see any exchange rate puzzle (a condition where currency depreciates to tight 

monetary rather than to appreciate) This finding is critical with respect to the study as it 

proves our overshooting ER hypothesis. The result is also in accordance with standard 

theories (Andersen et al. 2003) and (Faust et al. 2007).  

The nominal IR also shows a negative but insignificant response to contractionary 

monetary policy. The real IR looks fine regarding the theoretical framework. In our case, 

the real variables follow the nominal variables almost in the same way. 

 

Figure 5.2(b) Domestic Monetary Policy Shock 

Output reaction to monetary policy shock is not significant but positive one (the response 

should be negative). So, the literature called it “output puzzle”. This result is not in 

accordance with monetary theories. The money supply decreases following the monetary 

shock, which seems constant.  
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Exports are affected positively but these are not significant. Imports increased in response 

to tight monetary policy shock and these are statistically remarkable. The trade balance 

response to contractionary monetary policy depends on the effectiveness of switching 

expenditure and the shrinking of domestic income. The trade balance initially worsens & 

then improves in response to contractionary monetary policy. The trade balance displays 

the inverse J-curve trend to monetary policy shock and it proves that switching effect is 

large than declining income effect. 

 

Figure 5.3(c) Domestic Monetary Policy Shock                                                   

We also calculate uncovered interest party (UIP) by following Cushman and Zha (1997). 

We analyze the UIP by computing the response path of deviations from UIP. “This 

deviation can be defined D= R-FFR*+4 (excf-exc), whereas excf is the forecasted three-

month ahead exchange rate response”. Figure 5.3 (c) displays deviations from zero for 

only three months.  

The study also shows that external output shocks are not critical for domestic economic 

fluctuations in Turkey as the domestic variables do not follow any pattern in response to 

external output shocks except some fluctuations in prices.  These results can be seen in 

figures 5.4 (a) and 5.5 (b) respectively. The study does not consider the new policy 

framework adopted by the Central bank of Turkey in 2010 in its analysis. Identification 

of new policy framework is a challenge because time-period is very short to investigate 
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the monetary policy stance. Although, this study reveals the credible results for the 

Turkish economy. 

                                       

Figure 5.4(a) External output Shock 

 

 

Figure 5.5(b) External output Shock 
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6    CONCLUSION 

The study follows SVAR approach to analyze the behaviors of macroeconomic variables 

to monetary policy shocks in Turkey. The study reveals that tight monetary policy helps 

to diminish prices and increase in exchange rates. There is no price or exchange rate puzzle 

in this study, which has been mostly founded in many studies regarding the analyses of 

monetary policy in a small open economy. These findings are same to well-known 

theories. Output does not decrease in response to tight monetary stance, but it is not 

significant. The tight monetary policy also helps to decrease the money supply. The trade 

balance initially worsens & then improves in response to contractionary monetary policy. 

The trade balance displays the inverse J-curve trend to contractionary monetary policy 

shock. The study also reveals some violations of UIP as it deviates from zero in response 

to tight monetary policy but only for short period. Some other studies also revealed the 

same deviations from zero. The study also shows that foreign output shocks are not critical 

for Turkish domestic economy except some fluctuations in prices. The research suggests 

that SVAR is a better approach to investigate the economic activities in a small open 

economy like Turkey.   
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Data  

The Structural VAR identification approach includes both domestic and external data sets.  

Domestic data  

 RER (real exchange rate) is from CBRT.   

 M2 (money supply) data also came from CBRT.  

 The CPI (consumer price index) was obtained from Turk-Stat. 

 Industrial production index came Turk-Stat. 

  (R) Overnight repo rate came from Istanbul Stock Exchange.  

 Impt (Import) data was obtained from International Financial Statistics (IFS). 

 Expt (Export) data also came from International Financial Statistics (IFS).  

External Data  

 FFR* (federal funds rate) was obtained from Federal Reserve system. 

 CPI* (foreign consumer price index) came from International Financial Statistics 

(IFS). 

 Y* (foreign industrial production index) also came from Internal Financial 

Statistics (IFS). 

 OP* (oil prices) was obtained from International Monetary Fund. 
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Appendix B: Data Statistics from Rats Output 

Series Obs Mean Std Error Minimum Maximum 

RER 120 2.0414929898 0.0328832507 1.9566965649 2.1062929122 

M2 120 8.7493586818 0.1967526940 8.3706640172 9.0808758518 

R 120 10.8055833333 4.3367828365 4.6500000000 18.1900000000 

CPI 120 2.2652414417 0.0973154752 2.0919130467 2.4306232240 

Y 120 6.9622609900 0.0749126903 6.7144137809 7.1262390337 

Expt 120 2.0234705902 0.0800238258 1.7596678447 2.1720188094 

Impt 120 2.0217759180 0.0712447361 1.8188195075 2.1457866702 

Y* 120 2.0172912720 0.0287082846 1.9316036382 2.0674428428 

CPI* 120 2.0057684242 0.0249949253 1.9574502519 2.0405248089 

FFR* 120 1.2816666667 1.9701398378 0.0700000000 5.2600000000 

OP* 120 2.1760627124 0.1206851459 1.8611575822 2.3968964433 

  

VAR/System - Estimation by Least Squares 

Monthly Data From 2006:05 To 2015:12 

Usable Observations                         112 

Dependent Variable RER 

Mean of Dependent Variable           2.0382748733 

Std Error of Dependent Variable    0.0313198778 

Standard Error of Estimate             0.0094946053 

Sum of Squared Residuals                0.0049581141 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                   1.7783 

    

Variable Coeff Std Error T-Stat Signif 

1.  RER{1} 0.869944469 0.181984073 4.78033 0.00001347 

2.  RER{2} -0.217094456 0.248638273 -0.87313 0.38638644 

3.  RER{3} 0.312366882 0.217805911 1.43415 0.15719017 

4.  RER{4} -0.106443039 0.157446630 -0.67606 0.50183692 

5.  M2{1} -1.213436780 0.319096383 -3.80273 0.00036087 

6.  M2{2} 0.960059360 0.397603215 2.41462 0.01910522 

7.  M2{3} -0.320180174 0.476314928 -0.67220 0.50426885 

8.  M2{4} 0.494736480 0.420992281 1.17517 0.24499018 

9.   R{1} 0.000319346 0.001831518 0.17436 0.86222153 

10. R{2} -0.000064296 0.002557186 -0.02514 0.98003161 

11. R{3} -0.000178863 0.002388096 -0.07490 0.94056775 

12. R{4} -0.000975843 0.001585803 -0.61536 0.54085347 

13. Impt{1} -0.030745663 0.065340604 -0.47054 0.63982680 

14. Impt{2} -0.071064844 0.063577427 -1.11777 0.26852467 

15 Impt{3} -0.024929153 0.064005964 -0.38948 0.69842388 

16. Impt{4} 0.043931491 0.071967774 0.61043 0.54408942 
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17. Expt{1} 0.063692938 0.044267660 1.43881 0.15586997 

18. Expt{2} 0.024988724 0.044832807 0.55738 0.57953212 

19. Expt{3} 0.096563784 0.046089375 2.09514 0.04077663 

20. Expt{4} 0.004024678 0.050663724 0.07944 0.93697174 

21. Y{1} 0.045781842 0.043818881 1.04480 0.30068710 

22. Y{2} 0.039388480 0.046887958 0.84006 0.40451436 

23. Y{3} -0.034781532 0.043928808 -0.79177 0.43189615 

24. Y{4} 0.012539579 0.045177243 0.27756 0.78238770 

25. CPI{1} 1.024460234 0.589659132 1.73738 0.08791798 

26. CPI{2} -0.470798882 0.715963217 -0.65757 0.51355457 

27. CPI{3} 0.081431659 0.700219264 0.11629 0.90784273 

28. CPI{4} 0.020402112 0.542303602 0.03762 0.97012593 

29. Y*{1} -0.107618320 0.200398654 -0.53702 0.59341894 

30. Y*{2} -0.033347821 0.155605036 -0.21431 0.83109738 

31. Y*{3} 0.096504518 0.182422360 0.52902 0.59892235 

32. Y*{4} -0.017761687 0.153670665 -0.11558 0.90840416 

33. CPI*{1} -3.412882253 2.805872619 -1.21634 0.22905156 

34. CPI*{2} 1.192823407 4.024613374 0.29638 0.76805459 

35. CPI*{3} 0.218523062 3.731175572 0.05857 0.95350942 

36. CPI*{4} -0.747804660 2.315815125 -0.32291 0.74798629 

37. FFR*{1} 0.003933443 0.014836719 0.26512 0.79191165 

38. FFR*{2} -0.002463373 0.023365362 -0.10543 0.91641943 

39. FFR*{3} -0.026874303 0.022688299 -1.18450 0.24130846 

40. FFR*{4} 0.024773390 0.012388671 1.99968 0.05048373 

41. OP*{1} -0.009557755 0.067037134 -0.14257 0.88714763 

42. OP*{2} 0.105685280 0.084676951 1.24810 0.21728191 

43. OP*{3} -0.050142277 0.084754250 -0.59162 0.55652938 

44. OP*{4} -0.007111541 0.069807303 -0.10187 0.91922729 

45. Constant 4.410375123 2.653749212 1.66194 0.10221455 

46. SEASONS{-5} 0.011982460 0.007600386 1.57656 0.12063197 

47. SEASONS{-4} 0.005615994 0.007718497 0.72760 0.46994341 

48. SEASONS{-3} 0.003230581 0.008406490 0.38430 0.70224087 

49. SEASONS{-2} 0.013279563 0.007785408 1.70570 0.09370620 

50. SEASONS{-1} 0.004679420 0.009378803 0.49894 0.61981445 

51. SEASONS -0.004065359 0.008562595 -0.47478 0.63682286 

  

F-Tests, Dependent Variable RER 

Variable F-Statistic Signif 

RER                                22.5506     0.0000000 

M2                                   4.9359     0.0017943 

R                                    0.3118     0.8689017 
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Impt                               0.5395     0.7073429 

Expt                                1.9919     0.1085116 

Y                                   0.6945     0.5989803 

CPI                                 1.0451     0.3924463 

Y*                                 0.1580     0.9585380 

CPI*                               1.2425     0.3037448 

FFR*                               1.2503     0.3006562 

OP*                                0.6495     0.6296147 

 

Dependent Variable M2 

Mean of Dependent Variable              8.7613147250 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   0.1827235352 

Standard Error of Estimate              0.0048443257 

Sum of Squared Residuals                     0.0012907120 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                       1.7659 

  

Variable                                 Coeff           Std Error          T-Stat        Signif 

1.  RER{1}                         0.128801938   0.092851688       1.38718   0.17098301 

2.  RER{2}                         0.072215107   0.126859911       0.56925   0.57150352 

3.  RER{3}                        -0.211312483   0.111128661      -1.90151   0.06247842 

4.  RER{4}                         0.014512824   0.080332224       0.18066   0.85729847 

5.  M2{1}                       0.875687528   0.162808960       5.37862   0.00000158 

6.  M2{2}                       0.163488705   0.202864618       0.80590   0.42377098 

7.  M2{3}                       0.149894876   0.243024811       0.61679   0.53991922 

8.  M2{4}                   -0.394968376   0.214798159      -1.83879   0.07134760 

9.  R{1}                      -0.000809422   0.000934475      -0.86618   0.39015492 

10. R{2}                       0.001142410   0.001304724       0.87560   0.38505803 

11. R{3}                      -0.001002305   0.001218451      -0.82261   0.41428457 

12. R{4}                       0.000642141   0.000809106       0.79364   0.43081455 

13. Impt{1}                       0.004994566   0.033338002       0.14982   0.88145782 

14. Impt{2}                       0.058439398   0.032438396       1.80155   0.07709845 

15. Impt{3}                       0.071158196   0.032657044       2.17895   0.03363685 

16. Impt{4}                      -0.026356185   0.036719308      -0.71777   0.47593412 

17. Expt{1}                       -0.053294058   0.022586191      -2.35959   0.02187228 

18. Expt{2}                       -0.063492776   0.022874539      -2.77570   0.00751331 

19. Expt{3}                       -0.057383835   0.023515664      -2.44024   0.01792757 

20. Expt{4}                        0.010279324   0.025849582      0.39766   0.69242066 

21. Y{1}                          0.024825721   0.022357215       1.11041   0.27165263 

22. Y{2}                          0.027280744   0.023923116       1.14035   0.25908173 

23. Y{3}                          0.001512798   0.022413302       0.06750   0.94643198 
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24. Y{4}                         -0.016584123   0.023050277      -0.71948   0.47489380 

25. CPI{1}                        -0.464289844   0.300855149      -1.54323   0.12850875 

26. CPI{2}                         0.106601436   0.365297863       0.29182   0.77152170 

27. CPI{3}                         0.244824486   0.357265003       0.68527   0.49604910 

28. CPI{4}                         0.254148611   0.276693470       0.91852   0.36235717 

29. Y*{1}                        0.023183000   0.102247152       0.22673   0.82147048 

30. Y*{2}                       -0.036789849   0.079392608      -0.46339   0.64491245 

31. Y*{3}                        0.020607532   0.093075310       0.22141   0.82559546 

32. Y*{4}                        0.084325451   0.078405656       1.07550   0.28684539 

33. CPI*{1}                       0.679124997   1.431608841       0.47438   0.63710782 

34. CPI*{2}                       0.608771279   2.053433235       0.29647   0.76799156 

35. CPI*{3}                      -1.226577791   1.903715764      -0.64431   0.52205439 

36. CPI*{4}                       1.059741692   1.181572315       0.89689   0.37368619 

37. FFR*{1}                      -0.012627956   0.007569972      -1.66816   0.10096732 

38. FFR*{2}                       0.009181432   0.011921446       0.77016   0.44450001 

39. FFR*{3}                       0.019186934   0.011575996       1.65748   0.10311725 

40. FFR*{4}                      -0.017938901   0.006320933      -2.83801   0.00634628 

41. OP*{1}                        0.009912147   0.034203603       0.28980   0.77306028 

42. OP*{2}                       -0.019127247   0.043203769      -0.44272   0.65970336 

43. OP*{3}                       -0.009805026   0.043243208      -0.22674   0.82146546 

44. OP*{4}                       -0.006507989   0.035616995      -0.18272   0.85568847 

45. Constant                       -1.038561079   1.353992625      -0.76704   0.44634031 

46. SEASONS{-5}             -0.001778452   0.003877859      -0.45862   0.64831650 

47. SEASONS{-4}             -0.003721304   0.003938122      -0.94494   0.34882037 

48. SEASONS{-3}             -0.002409845   0.004289149      -0.56185   0.57650289 

49. SEASONS{-2}             -0.009542962   0.003972261      -2.40240   0.01969081 

50. SEASONS{-1}               0.000635723   0.004785241       0.13285   0.89479622 

51. SEASONS                       0.008454020   0.004368797       1.93509   0.05812784 

     

F-Tests, Dependent Variable M2 

    Variable                          F-Statistic     Sifni 

RER                                 1.7452     0.1532590 

M2                               26.3996     0.0000000 

R                                 0.3365     0.8522165 

Impt                               2.3540     0.0650638 

Expt                                5.5919     0.0007524 

Y                                  1.0407     0.3946480 

CPI                                 1.2092     0.3173778 

Y*                                0.3725     0.8272254 

CPI*                               0.7666     0.5515921 

FFR*                               2.4924     0.0534684 
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OP*                                0.4115     0.7996308 

 

Dependent Variable R 

Mean of Dependent Variable         10.435943396 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   4.387278965 

Standard Error of Estimate            0.625507758 

Sum of Squared Residuals              21.519297555 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                 2.0701 

    

Variable Coeff Std Error T-Stat Signif 

1.  RER{1} -9.1239974 11.9891714 -0.76102 0.44989582 

2.  RER{2} -20.3801821 16.3803723 -1.24418 0.21870852 

3.  RER{3}  11.7001459 14.3491260  0.81539 0.41836575 

4.  RER{4}  8.8380101 10.3726364  0.85205 0.39788105 

5.  M2{1}  57.2093956 21.0221760  2.72138 0.00868842 

6.  M2{2} -96.3939103 26.1942323 -3.67997 0.00053234 

7.  M2{3}  41.6456903 31.3797861  1.32715 0.18994220 

8.  M2{4} -10.8384440 27.7351117 -0.39078 0.69746639 

9.  R{1}  1.1202035 0.1206610  9.28389 0.00000000 

10. R{2} -0.1874715 0.1684682 -1.11280 0.27063433 

11. R{3} -0.1629548 0.1573286 -1.03576 0.30484613 

12. R{4}  0.1489078 0.1044732  1.42532 0.15971523 

13. Impt{1}  6.7002100 4.3046608  1.55650 0.12532501 

14. Impt{2}  10.3198364 4.1885021  2.46385 0.01690065 

15. Impt{3} -10.5159650 4.2167343 -2.49386 0.01567183 

16. Impt{4} -3.8477632 4.7412609 -0.81155 0.42054912 

17. Expt{1} -4.3308625 2.9163682 -1.48502 0.14324812 

18. Expt{2} -4.2018406 2.9536003 -1.42262 0.16049454 

19. Expt{3}  6.3491739 3.0363834  2.09103 0.04115845 

20. Expt{4} -5.8159097 3.3377430 -1.74247 0.08701602 

21. Y{1} -6.1698851 2.8868025 -2.13727 0.03703742 

22. Y{2} -2.3029501 3.0889943 -0.74553 0.45912341 

23. Y{3} -7.4193675 2.8940445 -2.56367 0.01312064 

24. Y{4}  7.1990831 2.9762918  2.41881 0.01890788 

25. CPI{1}  68.9555851 38.8469400  1.77506 0.08142187 

26. CPI{2}  26.3600963 47.1678953  0.55886 0.57852793 

27. CPI{3} -132.5267859 46.1306784 -2.87286 0.00576924 

28. CPI{4}  81.5172975 35.7271420  2.28166 0.02640269 

29. Y*{1} -15.5762167 13.2023301 -1.17981 0.24315451 

30. Y*{2}  36.3395760 10.2513116  3.54487 0.00081057 

31. Y*{3} -19.2136844 12.0180459 -1.59874 0.11560890 
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32. Y*{4}  1.5219370 10.1238746  0.15033 0.88105307 

33. CPI*{1}  157.2815330 184.8518229  0.85085 0.39854080 

34. CPI*{2} -183.5547635 265.1428698 -0.69229 0.49167015 

35. CPI*{3}  220.3745036 245.8110897  0.89652 0.37388262 

36. CPI*{4} -271.8421314 152.5666719 -1.78179 0.08030416 

37. FFR*{1} -0.0592909 0.9774480 -0.06066 0.95185076 

38. FFR*{2}  2.8410377 1.5393179  1.84565 0.07032876 

39. FFR*{3} -5.2081965 1.4947127 -3.48441 0.00097582 

40. FFR*{4}  2.6613426 0.8161698  3.26077 0.00191006 

41. OP*{1} -4.0711226 4.4164287 -0.92181 0.36065204 

42. OP*{2}  6.9398120 5.5785457  1.24402 0.21876875 

43. OP*{3} -4.8908101 5.5836382 -0.87592 0.38488406 

44. OP*{4}  6.0420997 4.5989284  1.31381 0.19436534 

45. Constant  203.3104084 174.8298821  1.16290 0.24988922 

46. SEASONS{-5} -0.5212259 0.5007159 -1.04096 0.30244795 

47. SEASONS{-4} -0.3749200 0.5084971 -0.73731 0.46406778 

48. SEASONS{-3} -0.4036837 0.5538224 -0.72890 0.46915255 

49. SEASONS{-2}  2.2505397 0.5129053  4.38783 0.00005231 

50. SEASONS{-1} -0.3979739 0.6178787 -0.64410 0.52218956 

51. SEASONS  0.3217268 0.5641066  0.57033 0.57077676 

     

F-Tests, Dependent Variable R 

Variable F-Statistic Signif 

RER                                 2.2252     0.0780787 

M2                                  5.0163     0.0016112 

R                              55.5026     0.0000000 

Impt                               3.6955     0.0097987 

Expt                                2.5625     0.0484110 

Y                                 6.1936     0.0003454 

CPI                                 3.3320     0.0163023 

Y*                                3.3944     0.0149336 

CPI*                               1.1085     0.3618436 

FFR*                               3.2123     0.0192937 

OP*                                1.3286     0.2709149 

 

Dependent Variable Impt 

Mean of Dependent Variable           2.0226877966 

Std Error of Dependent Variable    0.0693184531 

Standard Error of Estimate             0.0217879118 
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Sum of Squared Residuals                0.0261092206 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                   2.0402 

 

Variable                               Coeff           Std Error           T-Stat        Signif 

1.  RER{1}                         -0.31699492    0.41761114      -0.75907   0.45105336 

2.  RER{2}                           0.15172953    0.57056703        0.26593   0.79128930 

3.  RER{3}                           1.02585583    0.49981393        2.05248   0.04489416 

4.  RER{4}                           0.00427683    0.36130341        0.01184   0.99059831 

5.  M2{1}                       -2.14798087    0.73225202      -2.93339   0.00488080 

6.  M2{2}                       -0.23452835    0.91240695      -0.25704   0.79810432 

7.  M2{3}                         1.29617188    1.09303203        1.18585   0.24077951 

8.  M2{4}                         1.31410604    0.96607942        1.36025   0.17930127 

9.  R{1}                         0.00276482    0.00420291        0.65783   0.51338834 

10. R{2}                       -0.00488965    0.00586815      -0.83325   0.40830587 

11. R{3}                         0.00760306    0.00548013        1.38739   0.17091946 

12. R{4}                       -0.00658221    0.00363905      -1.80877   0.07595356 

13. Impt{1}                         0.08712049    0.14994150        0.58103   0.56359382 

14. Impt{2}                         0.03198379    0.14589541        0.21922   0.82728705 

15. Impt{3}                          0.03581234    0.14687881       0.24382   0.80827559 

16. Impt{4}                         0.21279842    0.16514931        1.28852   0.20295856 

17. Expt{1}                        -0.17059006    0.10158399       -1.67930   0.09876639 

18. Expt{2}                          0.08885612    0.10288087        0.86368   0.39151483 

19. Expt{3}                        -0.04081708    0.10576440      -0.38592   0.70104136 

20. Expt{4}                        -0.21935314    0.11626147      -1.88672   0.06448060 

21. Y{1}                            0.28628181    0.10055414        2.84704   0.00619186 

22. Y{2}                          -0.01269910    0.10759696      -0.11802   0.90647807 

23. Y{3}                            0.16248836    0.10080640        1.61189   0.11271125 

24. Y{4}                            0.06538652    0.10367127        0.63071   0.53084225 

25. CPI{1}                        -0.01559676    1.35313063      -0.01153   0.99084515 

26. CPI{2}                        -2.47694940    1.64296914      -1.50761   0.13737844 

27. CPI{3}                        -0.63536887    1.60684043      -0.39542   0.69406618 

28. CPI{4}                           3.17827152    1.24446069        2.55393   0.01345213 

29. Y*{1}                          0.13056889    0.45986832        0.28393   0.77753270 

30. Y*{2}                        -0.39544730    0.35707738      -1.10746   0.27291697 

31. Y*{3}                          0.10988566    0.41861691        0.26250   0.79391908 

32. Y*{4}                        -0.47918317    0.35263845      -1.35885   0.17974048 

33. CPI*{1}                       -2.47632660    6.43882537      -0.38459   0.70202216 

34. CPI*{2}                        11.86622591    9.23555207        1.28484   0.20423236 

35. CPI*{3}                       -4.99622730    8.56218053      -0.58352   0.56192683 

36. CPI*{4}                       -2.86717451    5.31425734      -0.53952   0.59170233 

37. FFR*{1}                         0.09870124    0.03404682        2.89899   0.00536879 

38. FFR*{2}                       -0.07941021    0.05361807      -1.48103   0.14430392 
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39. FFR*{3}                       -0.05261867    0.05206437      -1.01065   0.31661132 

40. FFR*{4}                         0.06674350    0.02842912        2.34772   0.02251417 

41. OP*{1}                          0.13150911    0.15383464        0.85487   0.39632993 

42. OP*{2}                        -0.06319584    0.19431392      -0.32523   0.74624440 

43. OP*{3}                        -0.01074941    0.19449130      -0.05527   0.95612416 

44. OP*{4}                        -0.00634202    0.16019153      -0.03959   0.96856317 

45. Constant                           -7.26621263    6.08973751      -1.19319   0.23791682 

46. SEASONS{-5}                     0.01794012    0.01744112        1.02861   0.30816523 

47. SEASONS{-4}                    -0.02624154    0.01771216      -1.48156   0.14416551 

48. SEASONS{-3}                    -0.01787352    0.01929094      -0.92652   0.35822175 

49. SEASONS{-2}                    -0.02620614    0.01786570      -1.46684   0.14811428 

50. SEASONS{-1}                      0.00359800    0.02152217       0.16718   0.86784425 

51. SEASONS                          0.03570081    0.01964917       1.81691   0.07468056 

 

    F-Tests, Dependent Variable Impt 

Variable                             F-Statistic    Signif 

RER                                 2.3897     0.0618560 

M2                               3.1044     0.0224681 

R                               0.9009     0.4698818 

Impt                               0.5621     0.6911408 

Expt                                1.7618     0.1497511 

Y                                  2.7705     0.0360397 

CPI                                 2.2820     0.0720526 

Y*                                0.9389     0.4484022 

CPI*                               0.7606     0.5554213 

FFR*                               4.3687     0.0038670 

OP*                                0.2570     0.9041702 

 

Dependent Variable Expt 

Mean of Dependent Variable           2.0278955083 

Std Error of Dependent Variable    0.0736303142 

Standard Error of Estimate             0.0318607383 

Sum of Squared Residuals                0.0558308655 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                   1.8618 

  

Variable                             Coeff            Std Error           T-Stat          Signif 

1.  RER{1}                         -0.81351749    0.61067804      -1.33215   0.18830325 

2.  RER{2}                           0.42726164    0.83434737        0.51209   0.61063769 

3.  RER{3}                           0.93161807    0.73088422        1.27465   0.20779377 

4.  RER{4}                         -0.54139092    0.52833854      -1.02470   0.30998850 

5.  M2{1}                       -1.87507155    1.07078136      -1.75112   0.08549985 
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6.  M2{2}                       -0.46696437    1.33422419      -0.34999   0.72768337 

7.  M2{3}                         1.53616458    1.59835452        0.96109   0.34071266 

8.  M2{4}                         0.28957703    1.41271011        0.20498   0.83834464 

9.  R{1}                         0.00289740    0.00614596        0.47143   0.63919726 

10. R{2}                       -0.00800713    0.00858107      -0.93312   0.35483824 

11. R{3}                         0.00655590    0.00801366        0.81809   0.41683577 

12. R{4}                       -0.00543469    0.00532143      -1.02128   0.31159126 

13. Impt{1}                         0.09016730    0.21926134        0.41123   0.68250038 

14. Impt{2}                       -0.06183912    0.21334471      -0.28986   0.77301681 

15. Impt{3}                         0.03842469    0.21478273        0.17890   0.85867340 

16. Impt{4}                         0.13013520    0.24149992        0.53886   0.59215642 

17. Expt{1}                        -0.06661883    0.14854755      -0.44847   0.65557732 

18. Expt{2}                          0.23746772    0.15044399        1.57845   0.12019796 

19. Expt{3}                        -0.00924899    0.15466062      -0.05980   0.95253024 

20. Expt{4}                        -0.11261245    0.17001061      -0.66238   0.51049084 

21. Y{1}                          -0.00358730    0.14704159      -0.02440   0.98062462 

22. Y{2}                          -0.16223309    0.15734040      -1.03110   0.30700869 

23. Y{3}                          -0.04829133    0.14741047      -0.32760   0.74445960 

24. Y{4}                          -0.03430154    0.15159981      -0.22626   0.82183509 

25. CPI{1}                         -0.29069263    1.97869998      -0.14691   0.88373953 

26. CPI{2}                           0.12471094    2.40253450        0.05191   0.95879001 

27. CPI{3}                         -1.03085183    2.34970303      -0.43872   0.66258608 

28. CPI{4}                           3.15348034    1.81979057        1.73288   0.08872103 

29. Y*{1}                          0.11415342    0.67247125        0.16975   0.86582793 

30. Y*{2}                        -0.64748478    0.52215876      -1.24002   0.22023424 

31. Y*{3}                        -0.08204690    0.61214879      -0.13403   0.89386734 

32. Y*{4}                          0.34675093    0.51566765        0.67243   0.50412463 

33. CPI*{1}                       -3.48479512   9.41557555      -0.37011   0.71272226 

34. CPI*{2}                        23.41384393   13.50526429        1.73368   0.08857737 

35. CPI*{3}                       -9.80795882   12.52058460      -0.78335   0.43678385 

36. CPI*{4}                      -10.30265775    7.77110555      -1.32576   0.19039786 

37. FFR*{1}                         0.07444651    0.04978709        1.49530   0.14055299 

38. FFR*{2}                       -0.06934048    0.07840639      -0.88437   0.38034478 

39. FFR*{3}                       -0.09124210    0.07613439      -1.19843   0.23588634 

40. FFR*{4}                         0.10978172    0.04157226        2.64074   0.01074651 

41. OP*{1}                          0.24490223    0.22495433        1.08868   0.28104455 

42. OP*{2}                        -0.40946863    0.28414769      -1.44104   0.15524225 

43. OP*{3}                        -0.27323912    0.28440708      -0.96073   0.34089146 

44. OP*{4}                          0.51430661    0.23425010        2.19554   0.03236154 

45. Constant                         4.10647965    8.90509998        0.46114   0.64651810 

46. SEASONS{-5}                    -0.01366729    0.02550437      -0.53588   0.59420184 

47. SEASONS{-4}                    -0.01911426    0.02590071      -0.73798   0.46366248 

48. SEASONS{-3}                      0.00453903    0.02820939        0.16091   0.87275779 

49. SEASONS{-2}                    -0.00308771    0.02612524      -0.11819   0.90634862 
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50. SEASONS{-1}                      0.02317875    0.03147215        0.73648   0.46456578 

51. SEASONS                          0.04565872    0.02873322        1.58906   0.11778017 

    

F-Tests, Dependent Variable Expt 

     

Variable               F-Statistic      Signif 

RER                                 0.9504     0.4420465 

M2                               0.8963     0.4725104 

R                               0.5894     0.6717296 

Impt                               0.1226     0.9737805 

Expt                                0.7439     0.5662393 

Y                                  0.3100     0.8700813 

CPI                                 1.0140     0.4082236 

Y*                                0.4868     0.7453426 

CPI*                               1.8781     0.1273108 

FFR*                               2.5108     0.0520891 

OP*                                1.4980     0.2154581 

 

Dependent Variable Y 

Mean of Dependent Variable           6.9648924292 

Std Error of Dependent Variable    0.0696164833 

Standard Error of Estimate             0.0278392667 

Sum of Squared Residuals                0.0426263624 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                   1.6259 

     

Variable                              Coeff            Std Error           T-Stat         Signif 

1.  RER{1}                         -0.88582026   0.53359808      -1.66009   0.10258822 

2.  RER{2}                           0.62623469    0.72903581        0.85899   0.39407427 

3.  RER{3}                         -0.23728859    0.63863180      -0.37156   0.71164975 

4.  RER{4}                           0.41278552    0.46165150        0.89415   0.37513802 

5.  M2{1}                      -2.90968091    0.93562703      -3.10987   0.00296381 

6.  M2{2}                         1.26826742    1.16581802        1.08788   0.28139345 

7.  M2{3}                         0.62739525    1.39660975        0.44923   0.65503294 

8.  M2{4}                         0.47730388    1.23439744        0.38667   0.70049287 

9.  R{1}                      -0.00434380    0.00537022      -0.80887   0.42207575 

10. R{2}                         0.00299744    0.00749796       0.39977   0.69087578 

11. R{3}                         0.00350963    0.00700217        0.50122   0.61821607 

12. R{4}                       -0.00362703    0.00464975      -0.78005   0.43870638 
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13. Impt{1}                       -0.01095311    0.19158611      -0.05717   0.95461643 

14. Impt{2}                         0.28066525    0.18641627        1.50558   0.13789606 

15. Impt{3}                         0.51436386    0.18767280        2.74075   0.00825133 

16. Impt{4}                         0.15436143    0.21101773        0.73151   0.46757351 

17. Expt{1}                        -0.05585143    0.12979783      -0.43030   0.66866209 

18. Expt{2}                        -0.24784412    0.13145491      -1.88539   0.06466330 

19. Expt{3}                        -0.18796645    0.13513931      -1.39091   0.16985495 

20. Expt{4}                          0.12185546    0.14855182        0.82029   0.41559225 

21. Y{1}                          -0.38329105    0.12848196      -2.98323   0.00424663 

22. Y{2}                          -0.40237791    0.13748085      -2.92679   0.00497106 

23. Y{3}                          -0.22507538    0.12880428      -1.74742   0.08614570 

24. Y{4}                          -0.17944554    0.13246484      -1.35467   0.18106299 

25. CPI{1}                           0.29173813    1.72894790        0.16874   0.86662225 

26. CPI{2}                         -1.32873064    2.09928590      -0.63294   0.52939314 

27. CPI{3}                         -0.28939614    2.05312283      -0.14095   0.88842117 

28. CPI{4}                           5.23325693    1.59009608        3.29116   0.00174593 

29. Y*{1}                          0.14670755    0.58759173        0.24968   0.80376810 

30. Y*{2}                        -0.83332942    0.45625173      -1.82647   0.07320889 

31. Y*{3}                        -0.54279487    0.53488319      -1.01479   0.31464877 

32. Y*{4}                        -0.55285600    0.45057993      -1.22699   0.22505368 

33. CPI*{1}                       21.52187718    8.22713889        2.61596   0.01146327 

34. CPI*{2}                        12.81647347   11.80062593        1.08608   0.28217905 

35. CPI*{3}                      -25.16623079   10.94023279      -2.30034   0.02524693 

36. CPI*{4}                      -15.72046016    6.79023436      -2.31516   0.02436201 

37. FFR*{1}                         0.03273360    0.04350295        0.75245   0.45499164 

38. FFR*{2}                       -0.06246983    0.06850991      -0.91184   0.36583430 

39. FFR*{3}                         0.08721729    0.06652468        1.31105   0.19528794 

40. FFR*{4}                       -0.01783020    0.03632500      -0.49085   0.62548387 

41. OP*{1}                        -0.20743450    0.19656053      -1.05532   0.29589223 

42. OP*{2}                        -0.57696330    0.24828249      -2.32382   0.02385774 

43. OP*{3}                          0.25788843    0.24850914        1.03774   0.30393102 

44. OP*{4}                          0.71791164    0.20468298        3.50743   0.00090944 

45. Constant                        26.38955423    7.78109569        3.39150   0.00129361 

46. SEASONS{-5}                      0.01197804    0.02228520        0.53749   0.59309834 

47. SEASONS{-4}                      0.00471730    0.02263151        0.20844   0.83565580 

48. SEASONS{-3}                      0.00257920    0.02464879        0.10464   0.91704382 

49. SEASONS{-2}                    -0.00848097    0.02282771      -0.37152   0.71167708 

50. SEASONS{-1}                      0.02234110    0.02749972        0.81241   0.42005786 

51. SEASONS                          0.07799770    0.02510651        3.10667   0.00299117 
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F-Tests, Dependent Variable Y 

Variable                          F-Statistic     Signif 

RER                                 1.0491     0.3904778 

M2                               2.5831     0.0470109 

R                               0.3459     0.8457140 

Impt                              2.9738     0.0270243 

Expt                                1.6672     0.1707536 

Y                                  3.3691     0.0154748 

CPI                                 4.4612     0.0034087 

Y*                                2.4851     0.0540227 

CPI*                              10.2033     0.0000030 

FFR*                               3.6646     0.0102301 

OP*                                5.4455     0.0009118 

 

Dependent Variable CPI 

Mean of Dependent Variable          2.2703644329 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   0.0905395542 

Standard Error of Estimate            0.0023728066 

Sum of Squared Residuals               0.0003096616 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                  2.0418 

     

Variable                               Coeff             Std Error              T-Stat          Signif 

1.  RER{1}                          0.082459295   0.045479827        1.81310   0.07527522 

2.  RER{2}                        -0.035157696   0.062137447      -0.56581   0.57382742 

3.  RER{3}                        -0.118795866   0.054432100      -2.18246   0.03336375 

4.  RER{4}                        -0.037483067   0.039347650      -0.95261   0.34495430 

5.  M2{1}                        0.227553810   0.079745706        2.85349   0.00608363 

6.  M2{2}                        0.156488042   0.099365430        1.57487   0.12102080 

7.  M2{3}                      -0.188228309   0.119036355      -1.58127   0.11955120 

8.  M2{4}                      -0.164786821   0.105210615      -1.56626   0.12302460 

9.  R{1}                      -0.000313198   0.000457717      -0.68426   0.49668322 

10. R{2}                        0.000277888   0.000639069        0.43483   0.66538504 

11. R{3}                      -0.000816728   0.000596812      -1.36849   0.17672440 

12. R{4}                        0.000164440   0.000396310        0.41493   0.67980779 

13. Impt{1}                        0.008250179   0.016329338        0.50524   0.61541138 

14. Impt{2}                        0.025834282   0.015888700        1.62595   0.10967656 

15. Impt{3}                      -0.003228305   0.015995797      -0.20182   0.84080046 

16. Impt{4}                      -0.042787279   0.017985541      -2.37898   0.02085855 

17. Expt{1}                         0.000843620   0.011062977        0.07626   0.93949200 

18. Expt{2}                       -0.015599755   0.011204213      -1.39231   0.16943213 
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19. Expt{3}                         0.005461731   0.011518243        0.47418   0.63724811 

20. Expt{4}                     0.027871950   0.012661424        2.20133   0.03192709 

21. Y{1}                         -0.010778874   0.010950822      -0.98430   0.32927925 

22. Y{2}                         -0.031355711   0.011717818      -2.67590   0.00979985 

23. Y{3}                         -0.035455188   0.010978294      -3.22957   0.00209365 

24. Y{4}                         -0.038347292   0.011290291      -3.39648   0.00127431 

25. CPI{1}                          0.633753186   0.147362322        4.30065   0.00007028 

26. CPI{2}                          0.130552969   0.178927106        0.72964   0.46870443 

27. CPI{3}                          0.162027261   0.174992518        0.92591   0.35853803 

28. CPI{4}                        -0.216860192   0.135527652      -1.60012   0.11530166 

29. Y*{1}                         0.120049952   0.050081834        2.39708   0.01995104 

30. Y*{2}                         0.014968610   0.038887415        0.38492   0.70177995 

31. Y*{3}                         0.109622694   0.045589360        2.40457   0.01958577 

32. Y*{4}                       -0.018956918   0.038403994      -0.49362   0.62354118 

33. CPI*{1}                        1.611555583   0.701218520        2.29822   0.02537560 

34. CPI*{2}                      -1.578120812   1.005795279      -1.56903   0.12237732 

35. CPI*{3}                        0.498721118   0.932461935        0.53484   0.59491394 

36. CPI*{4}                        0.376167875   0.578747746        0.64997   0.51841817 

37. FFR*{1}                      -0.011209196   0.003707860      -3.02309   0.00379558 

38. FFR*{2}                        0.008708186   0.005839262        1.49132   0.14159213 

39. FFR*{3}                        0.001671673   0.005670056        0.29482   0.76923781 

40. FFR*{4}                      -0.001245815   0.003096066      -0.40239   0.68895930 

41. OP*{1}                       -0.005071028   0.016753319      -0.30269   0.76326952 

42. OP*{2}                         0.007675741   0.021161704        0.36272   0.71820539 

43. OP*{3}                       -0.020264616   0.021181022      -0.95673   0.34288788 

44. OP*{4}                       -0.005588062   0.017445615      -0.32031   0.74994462 

45. Constant                      -0.815972474   0.663201202      -1.23035   0.22380084 

46. SEASONS{-5}                    0.000533191   0.001899420        0.28071   0.77998429 

47. SEASONS{-4}                  -0.002817457   0.001928937      -1.46063   0.14980734 

48. SEASONS{-3}                    0.001533026   0.002100875        0.72971   0.46866485 

49. SEASONS{-2}                    0.004079800   0.001945659        2.09687   0.04061677 

50. SEASONS{-1}                    0.003534705   0.002343866        1.50807   0.13726083 

51. SEASONS                       -0.002706714   0.002139887     -1.26489   0.21124533 

      

F-Tests, Dependent Variable CPI 

 

Variable                         F-Statistic      Signif 

RER                                 3.3037     0.0169635 

M2                               3.1887     0.0199465 

R                               1.8843     0.1262048 

Impt                               1.9999     0.1073095 
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Expt                                1.7088     0.1611935 

Y                                  5.4677     0.0008856 

CPI                                14.4693     0.0000000 

Y*                                3.2100     0.0193578 

CPI*                               2.6112     0.0451769 

FFR*                               2.7851     0.0353028 

OP*                                1.4010     0.2457667 

 

Dependent Variable Y* 

Mean of Dependent Variable          2.0143667580 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   0.0287162991 

Standard Error of Estimate            0.0068094314 

Sum of Squared Residuals               0.0025502596 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                  2.1465 

     

Variable                               Coeff            Std Error            T-Stat        Signif 

1.  RER{1}                        -0.221520150   0.130517071      -1.69725   0.09530192 

2.  RER{2}                          0.301210698   0.178320765        1.68915   0.09685260 

3.  RER{3}                          0.265722774   0.156208117        1.70108   0.09457553 

4.  RER{4}                        -0.104992966   0.112919073      -0.92981   0.35653409 

5.  M2{1}                      -0.741885103   0.228852583      -3.24176   0.00202003 

6.  M2{2}                        0.173933919   0.285156860        0.60996   0.54440114 

7.  M2{3}                        0.895844210   0.341608076        2.62243   0.01127202 

8.  M2{4}                      -0.200209406   0.301931253      -0.66310   0.51003875 

9.  R{1}                        0.001804886   0.001313545       1.37406   0.17499809 

10. R{2}                        0.000128521   0.001833987        0.07008   0.94438644 

11. R{3}                      -0.000967156   0.001712717      -0.56469   0.57458008 

12. R{4}                        0.000745261   0.001137321        0.65528   0.51502042 

13. Impt{1}                      -0.003242382   0.046861597      -0.06919   0.94508885 

14. Impt{2}                        0.012079522   0.045597064        0.26492   0.79206231 

15. Impt{3}                        0.130652242   0.045904407        2.84618   0.00620643 

16. Impt{4}                      -0.020008921   0.051614533      -0.38766   0.69976346 

17. Expt{1}                       -0.002020975   0.031748302      -0.06366   0.94947480 

18. Expt{2}                         0.050926051   0.032153620        1.58384   0.11896490 

19. Exp{3}                       -0.075291156   0.033054817      -2.27777   0.02664968 

20. Expt{4}                       -0.031221454   0.036335492      -0.85926   0.39392951 

21. Y{1}                           0.046051516   0.031426442        1.46537   0.14851238 

22. Y{2}                         -0.035458179   0.033627552      -1.05444   0.29629247 

23. Y{3}                           0.105656626   0.031505281        3.35362   0.00144948 

24. Y{4}                           0.038877385   0.032400646        1.19990   0.23532319 

25. CPI{1}                          0.488919002   0.422897351        1.15612   0.25263048 
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26. CPI{2}                        -0.265453222   0.513481318      -0.51697   0.60725152 

27. CPI{3}                          0.424912309   0.502189920        0.84612   0.40115285 

28. CPI{4}                        -0.074377489   0.388934462      -0.19123   0.84904649 

29. Y*{1}                         0.261912574   0.143723815        1.82233   0.07384285 

30. Y*{2}                       -0.141772032   0.111598302      -1.27038   0.20929782 

31. Y*{3}                       -0.104054804   0.130831406      -0.79534   0.42983771 

32. Y*{4}                       -0.073840048   0.110210991      -0.66999   0.50566875 

33. CPI*{1}                       0.657776779   2.012342444        0.32687   0.74500606 

34. CPI*{2}                      -1.033965925   2.886410545      -0.35822   0.72155099 

35. CPI*{3}                      -1.868063749   2.675960028      -0.69809   0.48806132 

36. CPI*{4}                      -0.541706063   1.660878344      -0.32616   0.74554385 

37. FFR*{1}                        0.037139420   0.010640739        3.49030   0.00095841 

38. FFR*{2}                      -0.046987750   0.016757393      -2.80400   0.00696068 

39. FFR*{3}                        0.035401302   0.016271811        2.17562   0.03389827 

40. FFR*{4}                      -0.010206568   0.008885025      -1.14874   0.25563539 

41. OP*{1}                         0.034135830   0.048078330        0.71000   0.48070095 

42. OP*{2}                       -0.021923419   0.060729422      -0.36100   0.71948121 

43. OP*{3}                         0.020342606   0.060784860       0.33467   0.73915026 

44. OP*{4}                         0.066927471   0.050065066       1.33681   0.18678822 

45. Constant                        3.357570868   1.903241131       1.76413   0.08326280 

46. SEASONS{-5}                   -0.001784510   0.005450917      -0.32738  0.74462492 

47. SEASONS{-4}                   -0.024768456   0.005535625      -4.47437   0.00003893 

48. SEASONS{-3}                     0.024075549   0.006029047        3.99326   0.00019504 

49. SEASONS{-2}                     0.012468511   0.005583613        2.23305   0.02963403 

50. SEASONS{-1}                     0.010974001   0.006726379        1.63149   0.10850113 

51. SEASONS                       -0.005815825   0.006141003      -0.94705   0.34775680 

     

F-Tests, Dependent Variable Y* 

 

Variable                        F-Statistic     Signif 

RER                                 3.3264     0.0164315 

M2                            4.4295     0.0035592 

R                               1.5853     0.1911890 

Impt                               2.1374     0.0884025 

Expt                                2.0877     0.0948197 

Y                                      4.1532     0.0051971 

CPI                                  1.0480     0.3910057 

Y*                                1.8441     0.1335079 

CPI*                               1.7948     0.1430241 

FFR*                               9.7170     0.0000051 

OP*                                2.9373     0.0284547 
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Dependent Variable CPI* 

Mean of Dependent Variable          2.0073546108 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   0.0233933258 

Standard Error of Estimate            0.0006676049 

Sum of Squared Residuals              0.0000245133 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                  2.0472 

 

 

 

Variable                                Coeff           Std Error           T-Stat            Signif 

1.  RER{1}                       -0.003041743   0.012796052      -0.23771   0.81298973 

2.  RER{2}                          0.007313005   0.017482784        0.41830   0.67735844 

3.  RER{3}                        -0.023500125   0.015314833      -1.53447   0.13064739 

4.  RER{4}                          0.005961371   0.011070723        0.53848   0.59241795 

5.  M2{1}                      -0.022972134   0.022436984      -1.02385   0.31038781 

6.  M2{2}                        0.045754541   0.027957124        1.63660   0.10742489 

7.  M2{3}                        0.006897133   0.033491669        0.20594   0.83760146 

8.  M2{4}                      -0.030777322   0.029601705      -1.03971   0.30302176 

9.  R{1}                      -0.000162072   0.000128782      -1.25851   0.21352525 

10. R{2}                        0.000050116   0.000179806        0.27872   0.78150300 

11. R{3}                        0.000073237   0.000167917        0.43615   0.66443451 

12. R{4}                        0.000015096   0.000111504        0.13538   0.89280340 

13. Impt{1}                        0.007458125   0.004594368        1.62332   0.11023967 

14. Impt{2}                        0.003599977   0.004470391        0.80529   0.42411818 

15. Impt{3}                        0.006519520   0.004500524        1.44861   0.15312296 

16. Impt{4}                      -0.000402529   0.005060351      -0.07955   0.93688738 

17. Expt{1}                         0.001373033   0.003112642        0.44112   0.66085894 

18. Expt{2}                       -0.000187571   0.003152380      -0.05950   0.95276849 

19. Expt{3}                       -0.002395725   0.003240734      -0.73925   0.46289637 

20. Expt{4}                         0.003020705   0.003562376        0.84795   0.40014283 

21. Y{1}                         -0.000720729   0.003081086      -0.23392   0.81591523 

22. Y{2}                         -0.007548159   0.003296886      -2.28948   0.02591322 

23. Y{3}                         -0.005157179   0.003088816      -1.66963   0.10067540 

24. Y{4}                         -0.004127771   0.003176599      -1.29943   0.19921656 

25. CPI{1}                          0.040934576   0.041461368        0.98729   0.32782193 

26. CPI{2}                        -0.037974237   0.050342330      -0.75432   0.45387462 

27. CPI{3}                       0.004207162   0.049235307        0.08545   0.93221388 

28. CPI{4}                          0.027620164   0.038131605        0.72434   0.47192845 

29. Y*{1}                         0.005904956   0.014090857        0.41906   0.67680230 

30. Y*{2}                       -0.002304831   0.010941233      -0.21066   0.83393461 

31. Y*{3}                         0.005327497   0.012826869        0.41534   0.67950980 

32. Y*{4}                       -0.001700257   0.010805219      -0.15736   0.87554119 
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33. CPI*{1}                        0.790498071   0.197292488        4.00673   0.00018664 

34. CPI*{2}                        0.253487681   0.282987183        0.89576   0.37428648 

35. CPI*{3}                      -0.273978034   0.262354359      -1.04431   0.30091251 

36. CPI*{4}                        0.063520156   0.162834523        0.39009   0.69797650 

37. FFR*{1}                        0.000578870   0.001043231       0.55488   0.58122530 

38. FFR*{2}                      -0.001833967   0.001642915      -1.11629   0.26915196 

39. FFR*{3}                      -0.000062287   0.001595308      -0.03904   0.96899683 

40. FFR*{4}                        0.001047979   0.000871099        1.20305   0.23410868 

41. OP*{1}                         0.016715425   0.004713658        3.54617   0.00080733 

42. OP*{2}                       -0.014942185   0.005953986      -2.50961   0.01506003 

43. OP*{3}                       -0.000048127   0.005959421      -0.00808   0.99358581 

44. OP*{4}                         0.000716961   0.004908440        0.14607   0.88440251 

45. Constant                        0.357310506   0.186596064        1.91489   0.06071335 

46. SEASONS{-5}                   -0.000485860   0.000534414      -0.90914   0.36724103 

47. SEASONS{-4}                   -0.000979086   0.000542719      -1.80404   0.07670250 

48. SEASONS{-3}                   -0.000670340   0.000591095      -1.13406   0.26168633 

49. SEASONS{-2}                   -0.000958214   0.000547424      -1.75040   0.08562515 

50. SEASONS{-1}                   -0.001388598   0.000659462      -2.10565   0.03981436 

51. SEASONS                       -0.001023607   0.000602071      -1.70014   0.09475335 

    

 F-Tests, Dependent Variable CPI* 

     

Variable                        F-Statistic      Signif 

RER                                 0.9644     0.4344438 

M2                               0.9695     0.4317082 

R                               0.6505     0.6289614 

Impt                               1.5721     0.1946764 

Expt                                0.3172     0.8652522 

Y                                  2.0345     0.1022087 

CPI                                 0.5788     0.6792011 

Y*                                0.0829     0.9873399 

CPI*                              24.8502     0.0000000 

FFR*                               1.3559     0.2611821 

OP*                                3.4630     0.0135622 

 

Dependent Variable FFR* 

Mean of Dependent Variable          1.0634905660 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   1.8407245170 

Standard Error of Estimate            0.1002064115 
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Sum of Squared Residuals               0.5522728699 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                  2.0213 

   

Variable                                Coeff           Std Error          T-Stat         Signif 

1.  RER{1}                           0.88140059    1.92066657        0.45890   0.64811193 

2.  RER{2}                         -3.27152566    2.62413744       -1.24671   0.21778908 

3.  RER{3}                         -0.54544022    2.29873155      -0.23728   0.81332215 

4.  RER{4}                         -2.39623474    1.66169749      -1.44204   0.15496142 

5.  M2{1}                         0.62666129    3.36775491        0.18608   0.85306909 

6.  M2{2}                         1.53954483    4.19631888        0.36688   0.71511642 

7.  M2{3}                         0.11676397    5.02704518        0.02323   0.98155314 

8.  M2{4}                       -5.50452882    4.44316794      -1.23887   0.22065304 

9.  R{1}                       -0.01169139    0.01932991      -0.60483   0.54777657 

10. R{2}                       -0.03504572    0.02698863      -1.29854   0.19952141 

11. R{3}                         0.01542232    0.02520405        0.61190   0.54312633 

12. R{4}                       -0.00950304    0.01673662      -0.56780   0.57248202 

13. Impt{1}                       -0.27447135    0.68960713      -0.39801   0.69216269 

14. Impt{2}                       -0.03554698    0.67099849      -0.05298   0.95794279 

15. Impt{3}                       -0.22242774    0.67552129      -0.32927   0.74320355 

16. Impt{4}                       -0.65031137    0.75955052      -0.85618   0.39561353 

17. Expt{1}                        -0.12607543    0.46720250      -0.26985   0.78828421 

18. Expt{2}                          0.12959994    0.47316709        0.27390   0.78518838 

19. Expt{3}                          0.01657261    0.48642895        0.03407   0.97294472 

20. Expt{4}                          0.33408669    0.53470680        0.62480   0.53468361 

21. Y{1}                            0.65863223    0.46246607        1.42417   0.16004525 

22. Y{2}                            0.07461454    0.49485723        0.15078   0.88070096 

23. Y{3}                          -0.07617063    0.46362625      -0.16429   0.87010265 

24. Y{4}                            0.88703510    0.47680228        1.86038   0.06818116 

25. CPI{1}                         -2.61916450    6.22328405      -0.42087   0.67549348 

26. CPI{2}                           5.43490693    7.55630200        0.71925   0.47502899 

27. CPI{3}                         -1.31387637    7.39013974      -0.17779   0.85954285 

28. CPI{4}                           5.59592396    5.72349206        0.97771   0.33249808 

29. Y*{1}                          0.00425914    2.11501473        0.00201   0.99840054 

30. Y*{2}                          3.91914906    1.64226125        2.38643   0.02048038 

31. Y*{3}                          1.00591279    1.92529227        0.52247   0.60343945 

32. Y*{4}                          1.86960414    1.62184582        1.15276   0.25399322 

33. CPI*{1}                      -25.72457513  29.61328231      -0.86868   0.38879510 

34. CPI*{2}                        64.71170848  42.47591685        1.52349   0.13336536 

35. CPI*{3}                      -62.04481701   39.37896354      -1.57558   0.12085718 

36. CPI*{4}                         7.36130719   24.44119758        0.30118   0.76440964 

37. FFR*{1}                         1.15948585    0.15658727        7.40473   0.00000000 

38. FFR*{2}                        -0.34687644    0.24659889      -1.40664   0.16515897 
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39. FFR*{3}                         0.03163501    0.23945314        0.13211   0.89537660 

40. FFR*{4}                         0.03509737    0.13075049        0.26843   0.78937253 

41. OP*{1}                          0.66238845    0.70751237        0.93622   0.35325184 

42. OP*{2}                        -0.86047022    0.89368364      -0.96284   0.33984442 

43. OP*{3}                        -0.42295200    0.89449945      -0.47284   0.63820092 

44. OP*{4}                          0.44007095    0.73674883        0.59731   0.55274854 

45. Constant                        32.59046318   28.00776631        1.16362   0.24960040 

46. SEASONS{-5}                    -0.00458016    0.08021475      -0.05710   0.95467344 

47. SEASONS{-4}                    -0.01945546    0.08146130      -0.23883   0.81212454 

48. SEASONS{-3}                      0.02116969    0.08872240        0.23861   0.81229799 

49. SEASONS{-2}                      0.05981190    0.08216748        0.72793   0.46974622 

50. SEASONS{-1}                    -0.03942132    0.09898423      -0.39826   0.69198144 

51. SEASONS                        -0.01460775    0.09036994      -0.16164   0.87217866 

 

F-Tests, Dependent Variable FFR*    

Variable                        F-Statistic      Signif 

RER                                 4.2076     0.0048222 

M2                               1.4245     0.2380830 

R                               3.5431     0.0121240 

Impt                               0.2597     0.9024711 

Expt                                0.1444     0.9647284 

Y                                  1.1944     0.3236052 

CPI                                 0.8012     0.5296562 

Y*                                2.7414     0.0375561 

CPI*                               1.0007     0.4151616 

FFR*                             101.9302     0.0000000 

OP*                                0.4213     0.7925735 

 

Dependent Variable OP* 

Mean of Dependent Variable          2.1848500529 

Std Error of Dependent Variable   0.1225492852 

Standard Error of Estimate            0.0287666357 

Sum of Squared Residuals               0.0455135630 

Durbin-Watson Statistic                  2.0523 

     

Variable                         Coeff       Std Error       T-Stat       Signif 

1.  RER{1}                         -0.25213779    0.55137306      -0.45729   0.64926333 
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2.  RER{2}                           0.42364836    0.75332111       0.56237   0.57614613 

3.  RER{3}                         -0.26387311    0.65990561      -0.39986   0.69080476 

4.  RER{4}                         -0.08017414    0.47702982      -0.16807   0.86714516 

5.  M2{1}                       -0.53098791    0.96679421      -0.54923   0.58507390 

6.  M2{2}                        1.29896573    1.20465322       1.07829   0.28561080 

7.  M2{3}                        0.34812707    1.44313298       0.24123   0.81027387 

8.  M2{4}                       -0.49769805    1.27551712      -0.39019   0.69790083 

9.  R{1}                       -0.00634368    0.00554911      -1.14319   0.25791167 

10. R{2}                        0.00027658    0.00774773       0.03570   0.97165269 

11. R{3}                        0.00593214    0.00723542       0.81987   0.41582645 

12. R{4}                       -0.00293809    0.00480465      -0.61151   0.54338153 

13. Impt{1}                        0.29958110    0.19796814       1.51328   0.13593431 

14. Impt{2}                        0.00547049    0.19262609       0.02840   0.97744631 

15. Impt3}                        0.13008845    0.19392447       0.67082   0.50514251 

16. Impt{4}                       -0.12380383    0.21804706      -0.56778   0.57249167 

17. Expt{1}                         0.09157550    0.13412160       0.68278   0.49761203 

18. Expt{2}                         0.20494402    0.13583388       1.50878   0.13707743 

19. Expt{3}                         0.09746871    0.13964101       0.69799   0.48812099 

20. Expt{4}                         0.10494563    0.15350031       0.68368   0.49704546 

21. Y{1}                          -0.01195418    0.13276189      -0.09004   0.92858075 

22. Y{2}                          -0.16799252    0.14206055      -1.18254   0.24207787 

23. Y{3}                          -0.17567937    0.13309495      -1.31996   0.19231754 

24. Y{4}                          -0.02538408    0.13687744      -0.18545   0.85355744 

25. CPI{1}                          2.69957635    1.78654182       1.51106   0.13649712 

26. CPI{2}                         -1.60282854    2.16921635      -0.73890   0.46311099 

27. CPI{3}                         -0.84949624    2.12151552      -0.40042   0.69039869 

28. CPI{4}                         -0.01122168    1.64306464      -0.00683   0.99457542 

29. Y*{1}                        -0.25226898    0.60716532      -0.41549   0.67940237 

30. Y*{2}                        -0.19176164    0.47145018      -0.40675   0.68577129 

31. Y*{3}                        -0.20939297    0.55270097      -0.37885   0.70625490 

32. Y*{4}                        -0.21984845    0.46558945      -0.47219   0.638656668i 

33. CPI*{1}                      -10.98319941    8.50119758      -1.29196   0.20177380 

34. CPI*{2}                       11.95239422   12.19372300       0.98021   0.33127524 

35. CPI*{3}                       -1.73448084   11.30466884      -0.15343   0.87862036 

36. CPI*{4}                       -6.47560556    7.01642755      -0.92292   0.36007979 

37. FFR*{1}                        0.05581075    0.04495210       1.24156   0.21966771 

38. FFR*{2}                       -0.08616021    0.07079208      -1.21709   0.22876733 

39. FFR*{3}                       -0.03993986    0.06874072      -0.58102   0.56359922 

40. FFR*{4}                        0.08260123    0.03753504       2.20064   0.03197830 

41. OP*{1}                         1.21670175    0.20310827       5.99041   0.00000017 

42. OP*{2}                        -0.23155243    0.25655316      -0.90255   0.37069985 

43. OP*{3}                        -0.18905028    0.25678736      -0.73621   0.46472940 

44. OP*{4}                         0.28568384    0.21150129       1.35074   0.18230916 

45. Constant                       11.53187172    8.04029600       1.43426   0.15715973 
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46. SEASONS{-5}                     0.00929982    0.02302755       0.40386   0.68788441 

47. SEASONS{-4}                    -0.02058237    0.02338540      -0.88014   0.38261444 

48. SEASONS{-3}                    -0.00730517    0.02546988      -0.28682   0.77533094 

49. SEASONS{-2}                    -0.00317356    0.02358813      -0.13454   0.89346621 

50. SEASONS{-1}                    -0.01760019    0.02841578      -0.61938   0.53822280 

51. SEASONS                        -0.02835026    0.02594284      -1.09280   0.27924652 

    

F-Tests, Dependent Variable 0P* 

Variable                         F-Statistic      Signif 

RER                                 0.1214     0.9742545 

M2                               0.7675     0.5509810 

R                               0.7358     0.5715625 

Impt                               0.8132     0.5222194 

Expt                                1.0505     0.3897630 

Y                                  0.7429     0.5668969 

CPI                                 0.5973     0.6661021 

Y*                                0.2908     0.8827192 

CPI*                               1.0830     0.3739416 

FFR*                               2.1362     0.0885428 

OP*                               27.3031     0.0000000 

 

Covariance Model-Likelihood - Estimation by BFGS 

Convergence in   268 Iterations. Final criterion was   0.0000030 <=   0.0000100 

Observations                                                                    112 

Log Likelihood                                                                 3687.0125 

Log Likelihood Unrestricted                                          3743.8136 

Chi-Squared (28)                                                              113.6022 

Significance Level                                                            0.0000000 

 

Variable                           Coeff            Std Error           T-Stat         Signif 

1.  A12                            -177.224244     58.835076       -3.01222    0.00259344 

2.  A13                               0.105783      0.218609           0.48389    0.62846299 

3.  A14                              13.232172      7.414394          1.78466     0.07431648 

4.  A15                              -3.900787      4.926872         -0.79174     0.42851402 

5.  A16                             -32.934239      6.686393        -4.92556     0.00000084 

6.  A17                              49.189832     75.386299         0.65250     0.51407635 

7.  A23                               2.251541      0.163587          13.76353    0.00000000 

8.  A31                              28.572801     31.660054         0.90249       0.36679798 
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9.  A32                            -314.912337     2.804625        -9.59963       0.00000000 

10. A54                             -36.880509      5.971579       -6.17601       0.00000000 

11. A64                             -26.124129      6.681184        -3.91010      0.00009226 

12. A74                               9.942269      7.037466           1.41276      0.15772556 

13. A65                             -18.472037      4.612942        -4.00439      0.00006218 

14. A75                              -3.277960      4.764524         -0.68799      0.49145712 

15. A76                              10.951478      5.518991          1.98433      0.04721950 

16. D11                            -211.113450     14.658538      -14.40208      0.00000000 

17. D22                               8.721634      4.586515          1.90158       0.05722585 

18. D33                               0.025893      0.211417          0.12247        0.90252482 

19. D44                              63.717097      3.945976         16.14736      0.00000000 

20. D55                              50.345544      3.160966         15.92727      0.00000000 

21. D66                              61.520013      3.873339         15.88294      0.00000000 

22. D77                             609.204521     37.991307        16.03537     0.00000000 

23. B11                             -12.920298     21.276842       -0.60725        0.54368702 

24. B12                               6.840462    349.571679        0.01957        0.98438789 

25. B13                               2.853202      1.456724           1.95864        0.05015468 

26. B14                              -1.353954      7.231914        -0.18722        0.85148863 

27. B33                              -0.900574      1.276853        -0.70531         0.48061895 

28. B34                              -1.911551      4.482612        -0.42644         0.66978952 

29. C(1,1)                          203.873481     12.953403      15.73899       0.00000000 

30. C(2,1)                          -17.743553     18.986149      -0.93455        0.35001895 

31. C(2,2)                         2087.327903    135.866591     15.36307      0.00000000 

32. C(3,1)                           35.521723     18.737335       1.89577         0.05799014 

33. C(3,2)                         -355.551631    190.367956     -1.86771      0.06180287 

34. C(3,3)                           14.226046      0.966356        14.72134      0.00000000 

35. C(4,1)                           36.244456     20.039960        1.80861       0.07051173 

36. C(4,2)                        -2529.041097    263.291832     -9.60547      0.00000000 

37. C(4,3)                           -0.558738      1.172270      -0.47663         0.63362600 

38. C(4,4)                           76.182583      4.863673       15.66359         0.00000000 
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Exogeneity of   External Block 

Chi-Squared (112) =     69.564664 with Significance Level 0.99943487 

Covariance\Correlation Matrix of Residuals 

 

 RER M2 R        Impt        Expt Y         CPI  Y* CPI*        FFR*        OP* 

RER 4.7381e

-05 

-

0.5564291
1 

-

0.0819397
7 

-

0.1121395
4 

-

0.26134984 

-0.48305608 0.02423712 -0.17708776 -0.14773634 0.0893017

3 

-

0.0553397
6 

M2 -

1.3376e
-05 

1.2197e-

05 

-

0.0319306
8 

-

0.0718563
2 

-0.00871166 0.0866248

2 

0.08046601 -0.00011984 0.07976668 0.0488644

3 

 

0.0553232
7 

R -

2.5940e
-04 

-5.1287e-

05 

0.2115 -

0.0356024
4 

0.0790326

1 

0.15666056 0.1526540

8 

0.27130761 -0.12818703 -

0.2620500
1 

-

0.2330460
3 

Impt -

1.2250e

-05 

-3.9824e-

06 

-2.5985e-

04 

2.5183e-04 0.51114214 0.51022869 -

0.19961488 

0.11505418 0.32385143 0.0411467

7 

 

0.3043286

6 

Expt -

4.1952e

-05 

-7.0950e-

07 

8.4765e-

04 

1.8916e-04 5.4383e-04 0.52153982 -0.07812250 0.21971704 0.33667290 -

0.0808585

5 

 

0.2669048

9 

Y -
6.7995e

-05 

6.1864e-
06 

1.4734e-
03 

1.6558e-04 2.4871e-04 4.1817e-04 -
0.22002920 

0.30952158 0.32632049 0.0371086
8 

 
0.1363202

4 

CPI 2.9415e
-07 

4.9547e-
07 

1.2379e-
04 

-5.5852e-
06 

-3.2121e-06 -7.9331e-06 3.1087e-06 0.1058631
4 

0.16023438 -
0.4483184

6 

 
0.0486339

3 

Y* -

1.1747e
-05 

-4.0334e-

09 

1.2025e-

03 

1.7596e-05 4.9379e-05 6.0998e-05 1.7988e-06 9.2875e-05 0.3380094

7 

0.0031322

6 

 

0.1382821
1 

CPI* -

6.5023e
-07 

1.7812e-

07 

-3.7696e-

05 

3.2861e-06 5.0202e-06 4.2667e-06 1.8064e-07 2.0828e-06 4.0884e-07 0.2292752

9 

 

0.7370067
2 

FFR

* 

6.3760e

-05 

1.7701e-

05 

-0.0125 6.7730e-05 -1.9559e-04 7.8711e-05 -8.1990e-05 3.1311e-06 1.5206e-05 0.0108 0.2018509

1 

OP* -

9.5418e

-06 

4.8397e-

06 

-2.6848e-

03 

1.2097e-04 1.5591e-04 6.9828e-05 2.1479e-06 3.3382e-05 1.1804e-

05 

5.2446e-04 6.2746e-04 
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